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Me sim o Rom!
Ama, me nai e Rome forosko beshno,
te nai man Romaniako themestar,
te but manusha akharen man
aver-vaver navendar.

Vash e nesavende me sim Kalderash,
Kalo, Sinti, Gurbati,
Lovari, Manush, Domari,
Dom, Gitano, Kale.

Me ni dzanav,
soske von dende man aver-aver nava,
vai istemalkeren jek
but pindzardo nav,
te odova si Gipsy.

Va, vi me sim Gipsy,
kana akharde man ado navesa,
tada nas man dukh,
kana von bengalikanes dikhle
akava naveske,
otoska o mero jilo sas but dukhaldo,
te odova dukh, mushai-te ka achel
sa e vaktenge ande mere jileste

Varekana konik bengalikanes
akharel man Gipsy,
otoska me mangav ke
me ka thov o mero vast pe leske muieste
te ka phenav les “BAS - TA” ! /Dosta!
Ma akhar man Gypsy,
mange ma phen melalo,
xindo, te khanchesko. 

Ama kai e Gadze si Gadze,
te von nashti-ka shunen man,
kai von nakada ko anglal shunle man.  

Ani cacipe von nakada
beshle pashe mande,
kai von durestar dikhen-as man.
te e durestar akharen-as akava navesa.

Me sim kalo,
adaleske akharen man kalo,
kai e mere pate vi si melale kale,
ama kai o mero them?
Odova nai kalo, te ko anglal
nikonik phenda les kalo. 

Ama kai sa puchen man,
savi si  teri asli them,
te tu nai san o lokalno manush. 

Caco, kai me ni dzanav
me katar sam?
Kai me nai sim akava themestar.
te kai si o mero kher, ni dzanav,
te kai si o mero them, ni dzanav,
te savo si meri daiaki phuv ni dzanav.
(From the forthcoming  book “Me sim o Rom”
(in Punjabi, Hindi, Romani & English) by Dev Bhardwaj)

Romani  translation - by Janardhan Pathania.
 

(Enough)

ME SIM O ROM !

Dev Bhardwaj
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I am Rom,
But I am not a
Person from Rome,
Nor I belong to Romania.
Many a people call me
by different names.

For some I am Kalderash,
Kalo, Sinti, Gurbati,
Lovari, Manush, Domari,
Dom, Gitano, Kale.

God knows how many names
People devised for me,
And then many call me
By that popular name- Gypsy.

Yes I am Gypsy too
I have never peeved over
Being called a gypsy.
But when they started
using this name
with hatred and abhorrence
A wave of fright filled me
And so shall it stay there,
For ever.

Even now when some one
Calls me a gypsy
With detestation and spurn
I wish to shut his mouth and say--
Stop, don’t hurl the stones of  filth,
Untouchability and uncivilization at me

But then Gadze are Gadze
They will never listen to me
Nor they have ever.

In fact
They never came near to me.

I AM ROM

Dev Bhardwaj

They have always watched me
From a distance
And have called me with this name
From a distance only.

I am black
And called so too,
My attire too is black
But my land, my country?
That isn’t black,
Nor that has ever been called so.

But everyone asks me,
Which country you belong to?
You are not from here.

Its true
I can’t tell people
Of course, I am not from here.

Then from where have I come?
Where is my home?
My country?
My own country.... ?

[Translated from original in Hindi

by Prof. Harish Thakur]
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International Roma Conference Held In New Delhi - A Report

- Dr. Richa Singh

A three-day International Roma Conference,
along -with a cultural festival (12-14, Feb. 2016)
was held in Azad Bhawan, New Delhi. The
event was organised jointly by Indian Council
for Cultural Relation (ICCR), Govt. of India
and Antar-rashtriya Sahyog Parishad-ARSP (a
NGO  engaged in promoting international
cooperation), New Delhi

The Conference was inaugurated by
Hon’ble Minister of External Affairs, Govt.of
India, Smt. Sushma Swaraj. She admired the
Roma and other scholars who have re-written
the forgotten history of Roma community
and its link with India. She said,  “I am very
happy to meet the Roma delegates. You are
the children of India who migrated and lived
in challenging circumstances in foreign lands
for centuries. Yet you maintained your Indian
identity. A strong 20 million population of
your community, spread over more than 30
countries encompassing West Asia, Europe,
America and Australia to Foreign Cultures.
You are an example of  peaceful co-existence
in challenging foreign conditions and are
indeed the first flag bearers of  the Indian

culture overseas. We in India are proud of
you. Your Baro Than (India) once again
welcomes you an open heart.”  The conference

was enriched by Prof. Lokesh Chandra, the
President of Indian Council for Cultural
Relations, a renowned Indologist. He
presented the key-note address and said–
“Our hearts travel with the roving caravans
of  Roma brothers and sisters. They have trod
a path of romance across Asia and Europe
for millenia, which has left its traces in the words
they picked up in their wandering. Like the Silk
Route, they represent the ancient Steel Route.
For centuries itinerant smiths had carried the
tempered steel of Pushkalavati in the Northwest
of ancient India to Classical Europe. The Roma
have been steel-smiths of Europe, besides
singers, dancers, and fortune-tellers.”

The Guest of  Honour  was Mr. Jovan
Damjanovic, President of  World Roma
Organization, Rromanipen, the former
Minister of Serbia Republic and a popular
Roma leader. He said- “Roma people are an
Indian nation, the autochthonous territory of
Southeastern and Western Europe, but also
in other parts of world, with all attributes
that make them a special national entity.
Roma have their history, culture, religion,
tradition, literature, language, way of living,
nutrition, mentality and national heritage in
one word. Roma have their history, their

Dr Richa Singh is a teacher of Sociology for M.A. classes at Indira Gandhi
National Open University. HOD, Department of  Social Work and Registrar,
International ROMA Cultural University. Associate, Research Foundation
International, affiliated to UNO. Taught UG & PG students at CCS
University, Meerut. She is Associate Editor of  “Sabhyata Sanskriti”
Monthly Magazine (English & Hindi), “Contemporary Social Sciences”
(English Quarterly Journal), “Encyclopedia,  Social Sciences” (Hindi). She
has contributed a number of Research Papers to various Social Science
Journals. Organized National and International Conferences. Conducted
workshops on Roma, Tribals and Women studies. She lives in Delhi (India)
<richa11.drsingh@gmail.com>
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Kuldip Kaur Dhaliwal, Janardhan Singh Pathania
and Dev Bhardwaj. Dr Shyam Singh Shashi’s
 paper on Roma in the context of Banjara
nomadic Communities was presented by Mr.
Zameer Anwar, as he could not attend the
conference due to his open heart surgery.

A delegation of some Roma Scholars
from abroad led by Mr. Shyama Parande met
the Minister of Human Resource
Development Mrs. Smriti Irani. They discussed
with her various issues concerning Roma
people. Dr. Sham Singh Shashi deputed some
Faculty Members of  Research Foundation,
IGNOU,  IRCU  Study Centres’  namely-
Dr. Sudha Tyagi (History), Dr. S.K. Mishra
(English), Dr. Richa Singh (Sociology), Dr. A.
K. Singh and Dr. Mamta (Hindi Lit). Among
the volunteers- scholars who made the
conference a great success, were- Mrs. Sangita
Mishra, Mrs.Sapna Nanda, Mrs. Laxmi Joshi,
Mrs.Suman Lata, Imran, Shankar Pratap,
Vishal, Vikash, Jyoti Shaili, Vasundhara Rekha,
Neelam, Nutan & others.

Later, the President, WROR,  Mr. Jovan
Damjanovic along-with about 25 Roma
delegates paid a visit to ailing Dr. Shashi at his
residence in New Delhi and honoured him with
a Plaque for his life-long Research and Writings.
The President, WROR distributed Certificates
of  Appreciation to Dr. Richa Singh, Zameer
and other Associate- scholars. Mr .Jovan
Damjanovic was also honoured with the
‘International Research Foundation Fellowship
Award’. AAFT Director, Mr Sandeep Marwah
received a letter of Appreciation for his future
research on Roma Culture from him. Some
book of  Dr. Shyam Singh Shashi were
presented to all the scholars.

More than 15 Roma Artists including
Anette Ramona, Tuula Akerlund, Valfrid

presence and their future, just like other nations
in Europe.” ICCR released  a souvenir  on
this occasion. A  Special Number of ‘Pravasi
Sansar” in Hindi published by Mr. Rakesh
Pandey was also released.

The initiative of organizing this
International Roma Conference was taken by
Dr. S S  Shashi, President, International Research
Foundation Delhi and Mr. Dev Bhardwaj,
Director, India Inter-continental Cultural
Association  Chandigarh. and they helped the
organizers with full support directly or indirectly.

Many papers were presented by eminent
Roma scholars, namely Mr. Jovan Damjanovic
(Serbia), Dr. Bajram Haliti (Serbia), Dr. Lilyana
Kovacheva (Bulgaria), Dr. Trajko Petrovski
(Macedonia), Dr. Marcel Courthiade (France),
Ms Maja Familic (Serbia), Mr. Ram
Schobesberger (Austria),  Mr. Zlatomir
Jovanovic (Serbia), Mr. Zelijko Markowitschka
(Austria), Mr. Petko Asenov (Bulgaria),  Ms.
Anka Andonova Dalipovski (Croatia), Mr.
Valery Novoselsky (Isreal) and Prof. Gheorghe
Sarau (Romania) etc. They explained various
Roma issues across the world and emphasized
the need of recognizing them as the largest
Indian Diaspora.

The Indian Scholars who spoke on this
occasion were- Shri Shashank, Former Foreign
Secretary and President, ARSP,  Ambassador
(Retd.) R. Dayakar, Chairman, Diaspora Affairs
Committee, ARSP, Shri Narayan Kumar,
Honorary Director, ARSP, Mr. Shyam Parande,
Secretary General ARSP and the Chief
Coordinator of  the Conference, Amb. Malay
Mishra, Dr Shashi Bala, Academic Coordinator
and  Joint - Secreatry, ARSP, Ms.  Mona  Kaushik
(NRI),  Mr. Suresh Pillai (NRI), Dr. Nidhi
Trehan,  Prof. Nirmala Sharma,  Mr.  Surendra
Narain Mathur, Mr. Rajesh  Gogna Prof.  Gopal
Arora, Dr. Nalini Pathania, Dr. (Principal)
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Akerlund, Patrik Bonnet, Gina Rubik,
artists of Earth Wheel Sky Band, Serbia led
by Olah Vince and many more participated
in this International Roma Conference and
Cultural Festival. They enthralled the spectators
with their splendid performances. It is not a
hyperbole to say that these artists emblazed
the conference by their dances, songs, music
and choirs. The three days from 12 to 14
February 2016, in ICCR Bhawan, New Delhi
were memorable because of such
mesmerizing  cultural performances.

The foreign delagates and performing
artists were later taken to Jaipur, Agra and
Meerut also  by ARSP where  cultural
performances and discussions were held with
local gathering. Roma were seen busy in making
huge shopping at Jaipur and Agra showing their
great interest in Indian wares and costumes.

Incidentally, The first International Roma
conference in Delhi (2001) was organized by
Dr. S. S. Shashi, President, Research Foundation,
in collaboration with Hindu Heritage
Pratishthan, Modi Foundation and Ministry of
Culture in which 33 scholars from Europe
participated and met  the then  Prime Minister
of  India Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee. They also
visited Hardwar, Rishikesh, Chandigarh, and
Kurukshetra. Mr. Dev Bhardwaj, Director
IICA, Chandigarh organized a memorable
conference and cultural programme at
Chandigarh on this occassion. Roma delegates
also visited Mr. W. R. Rishi’s Romano Kher (a
Roma Musuem) in Chandigarh.

***

Roma-Some Historical facts

1000-1050: Small populations from North
India begin migration toward Persia after
repeated raids by Muslim invaders; 1100-
Romani are recorded in the Byzantine Empire;
1300-1400 : Romanies already settled in Serbia;
1407: Romani recorded living in Germany;
1418: Romanies recorded in France; 1422:
Romanies recorded in Rome; 1425: Romanies
recorded in Spain; 1471: Anti-Romani laws
passed in Lucern, Switzerland. 1482: Anti-
Romani laws passed in Germany. 1492: Spain
passes anti-Romani laws; 1498: Romani
settlement in the Americas begins; 1502: Louis
XII expels the Romanies from France; 1512:
Romani recorded in Sweden; 1526: Henry-
VIII expels the Romanies from England. 1536:
Anti-Romani laws passed in Denmark; 1538:
Portugal expels Romanies to Brazil; 1540: Anti-
Romani laws passed in Flanders. 1541: Anti-
Romani laws passed in Scotland; 1549: Anti-
Romani laws passed in Bohemia; 1557: Anti-
Romani laws passed in Poland and Lithuania;
1560: In Sweden, the Lutheran Church forbids
any priests to baptize, marry or bury Romani;
1578: The King of Sweden expels the Romani;
1589: Denmark imposes a death sentence on
any Romani caught in the country; 1619: Philip
III of Spain orders all Romanies to settle
down and abandon their traditional lifestyle;
1637: Anti-Romani laws passed in Sweden:
1748: Romani are officially permitted to
reside and live in Sweden; 1936-1945: Nazis
begin systematic persecution of Romanies, that
culminated in the killing of 500,000 to
1,500,000 Romanies in what is called Porajmos,
the Romani Holocaust; 2010: In July 2010,
French President Nicolas Sarkozy began a
systematic deportation campaign against the
Romani; 2011: On September 1, 2011, a
Romani academy of arts and sciences was
founded in Belgrade.
Roma are still struggling for equal rights and
dignified living.

***
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Respected participators of International
conference, ladies and gentlemen, dear friends,
as a President of  World Roma Organization,
as a Roma minister without portfolio in the
Government of Republic of Serbia,
Parliamentary deputy and member of the
Serbian Radical Party, it’s my honor to send
you the most sincere greetings from the state
of Serbia and its citizens, traditionally friendly
country of India and its people. Let me greet
you on behalf of the President of the Serbian
Radical Party, Dr. Vojislav Seselj to all the
participants and guests of the International
Roma Conference.

I am happy that I am able to greet from
this place Prime-minister of Indian
government Sh. Narendra Modi, Minister of
foreign affairs, Smt. Sushma Swaraj, President
of  Indian National Congress Party, Smt. Sonia

Gandhi, Parliamentary deputy Harisingh
Rathod, who wants to set the Roma issue on
the agenda of Indian Parliament for last couple
of  years, Mr. Shyam paranda, Secretary
General of Indian Council for International
Cooperation, who is among those most
credited for organization of this international
conference, prominent academician,
sociologist, literate, journalist, Commissioner
for education in World Roma Organization,
Dr. Shyam Singh Shashi, who also gave great
contribution in realization of this conference,
Mr. Dev Bhardwaj, Commissioner for
diaspora contacts with India, long standing
contributor of Roma in diaspora, by whose
merits the greatest number of Roma
intellectuals have introduced themselves with
the motherland of Roma Punjab and
Chandigarh on well-known International

Speech by the President of  the World Roma Organization Jovan Damjanovic at the

opening of  the International Conference Roma, New Delhi, 12. February 2016.

Political, Social and Economic Challenges for Roma

Mr. Jovan Damjanovic held several important positions in past,
he was the President of  Federation of  Roma Association of  Serbia;
Minister without Portfolio, Government of  Republic of  Serbia,
Director, Roma TV, Amaro Drom, Vice-President, International
Roma Union, . He has been awarded letters of thanks and charters
by Slobodan Berberski for political participation of Roma in Serbia.
He is actively working for the welfare and upliftment of Roma
people all over the world. Presently he is President of  World Roma
Organization, Rromanipen. email: wrorromanipen@gmail.com

Roma Window

ROMA WINDOW

Roma Window

Roma Window Roma Window

Roma WindowRoma Window

Roma Window
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Writers Festivals, as well as many other political
representatives, representatives of diplomatic
corps, representatives of political parties,
ministers and parliamentary deputies,
representatives of civil sector, doctors, masters,
anthropologists, ethnologists, historians,
sociologists, political scientists, experts, activists
from Indian community, journalists –
correspondents of agencies, magazines and
radio-televisions, as well as all others....  I would
like to greet with special pleasure academician
Shyam Singh Shashi, who is known for writing
about Roma in his books (50) and he pointed
from anthropologic aspect that Roma are
lingual, historical and cultural minority of India.

We, members of  Roma nation (Roma,
Sinti and Kale, who count around 15 millions)
are dedicated to never again be exposed to
sufferings and pains, to save further
generations from the terror of war, which
caused twice during our lives indescribable
pains to the mankind, to re-confirm the faith
to fundamental human rights, to dignity and
values of  human personality, to equality of
man and woman, great and small nations;
In wish,

To improve and realize principles from
the UN Charter, Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, Convention on the Prevention
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide,
International Convention on the Elimination
of  All Forms of  Racial Discrimination,
International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Political Rights, Declaration on the
Elimination of  All Forms of  Intolerance and
of Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief,
Convention on the Rights of the Child, as well
as other relevant international instrument that
are adopted on general or regional level and
those concluded between individual countries

members of United Nations, as well to create
on our own our future and confirm that we
are equal people, regardless religion, gender,
race and nation, determined to provide to our
nation better future, we established in Belgrade
on 20th April 2012 Roma organization called
World Roma Organization – Rromanipen.
Confident,

That fundamental rights of every person
will be realized and that dignity and values of
human personality represent the greatest
democratic achievements and by that
confident that it will be also related to the
members of Roma nation around the world
with applying of  UN’s Charter and decisions
of all other European and international
organizations in the area of human rights and
freedoms;

That proclaimed goals will contribute to
the total progress of Roma nation in all
integrative processes, and by taking into
consideration all our peculiarities in the area
of language, culture, religion and habits, and
that all international and other relevant factors
will help us in that, we’ve decided to unify
our powers and to realize proclaimed goals
of  Roma nation through activity of  World
Roma Organization – Rromanipen.

With Draft of  Charter of  World Roma
Organization, we’ve set fundamental goals by
adjusting them with UN’s Strategy and
proposed EU’s policy from the Summit about
Roma integration that was held in Brussels in
2012. Moreover, with Draft of Charter of
World Roma Organization is regulated to the
Roma nation the way of realization of
individual and collective rights in country in
which they are living by its highest act –
Constitution and all related laws and by-laws,
or international covenants that are obligatory
for all nations.

Kafla Intercontinental/Spring, 2016/8
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Respected ladies and

gentlemen,

Eternal question – what
we are, who we are and
where we’re going? – is being
set to our generation and
culture indirectly in existential
form, even today in this
conference. Newly found
documents like, for instance,
one record from 1422 that
was found amongst archive
documents in Italian Forli,
confirm that Roma knew
that India was the country of
their origin, i.e. that they were
aware of its historical and
cultural origin.

Roma are today one of
the largest, but also one of the
most jeopardized ethnical
communities in Europe. It’s
assessed that there are between
12 and 15 million of them, and
half of them live in central and
southeastern part of the
continent. Poverty,  high
unemployment level,
discrimination supported with
stereotypes, low education levels and poor health
protection bring them to dramatic position.

Roma issue isn’t only issue of one ethnic
community and its position, it’s, at the same
time, I would say, an issue of  our civilization
and issue of  humanity. There’s a freedom for
all or that’s not a freedom. We can ascertain
that those horizons of freedom are spreading
towards many marginalized groups, that many
forms of  discrimination are repressed in
principle in various charters or laws, both racial
discrimination and every other form of  it.

However, reality is a lot tougher than it looks.
In any case, European conscience can’t remain
calm. Just to mention World War II, where
it’s talked a lot about it and where many
monuments are raised in that regard. By not
wanting to minimize the tragedy and greatness
of crime over Jewish nation, I have to say
that there’s in some way completely left in
second plan and almost totally forgotten the
second genocide, which was systematically
performed against Roma.

Dukh (Pain)

Kafla Intercontinental/Spring, 2016/9
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Roma political participation

Today in Europe, we’re for the first time
in history in unique situation, truly unique, in
which it will be decided about our collective
destiny. Roma aren’t adequately represented
in the social and political life of Europe. I
believe that the issue of socialization and
participation of  Roma in all forms of  public
life is one of the crucial issues of our mutual
future here. I believe that Roma in Europe
should organize themselves not only politically,
but they should organize themselves both
culturally and economically.

Therefore, I am using this opportunity
to appeal to our compatriots – this is a real
opportunity for us in Europe to establish one
unique political party and to fight within that
party or together with other democratic
parties for the rights of all citizens of all
nations, therefore, of course, to fight also for
their own human rights, civil and national
rights, and to give its representatives on
elections for European Parliament.

Politics has a crucial role. Roma must be
given opportunities to become political subject,
because no-one can solve someone other’s
problems. Just to be clear, I’m not asking for
any privileges for Roma, but nor more or less
than it’s the case with all other national minorities
in the countries of Southeastern Europe.
However, I do believe, as it was indicated with
international experience, that the key move is
the move made by state. When it’s about national
minorities, state measures and programs of
state institutions are absolutely needed.

It’s justified, even necessarily, to have
Roma representatives in the ministries of
education, culture, police, ecology and spatial
planning, state governance, work and social
policy. Well, it could be said that it’s the current
practice in Hungary and Romania in ministries

of foreign affairs and diaspora. If truth is on
the side of those who are the least protected,
who are the least privileged, just like Sarte was
speaking with full right, then countries of
Southeastern Europe, democratic countries to
whose constitution Roma contributed, have
to show by their own examples that they do
care about progress of this national minority
and that they’re ready to broaden the field of
opportunities just for them. For me, that’s the
key issue. From those reasons, as well owing
to the strengthening of democratic and
European road of countries of Southeastern
Europe, I pledge for the fast establishment
of  inter-cultural council. That’s an institution
that already exists in almost all European
countries, because representatives of all
national minorities and various other
institutions could, under the same roof, be a
bridge between those who are without voice
and those who got the power to make
significant decisions in Southeastern Europe,
owing to the votes of  voters. I believe that
World Roma Organization – Rromanipen
could have precious role in realization of this
idea and such proposal.

For sake of  economic strengthening of
Roma community, World Roma Organization
proposes that it should be established as a
special advisory body UNION OF ROMA
EMPLOYERS, which will be authorized to
endeavor to acquire some privileges for Roma
employers in the area of tax and other areas
with IMF, World Bank, UN and EU bodies,
because in that way they would be released
of tax and customs duties, especially in cases
when they employ greater number of
members of Roma nation.

This body will be authorized to negotiate
and determine conditions that are more
favorable for employers of Roma population

Kafla Intercontinental/Spring, 2016/10
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with chambers of commerce in countries
members of European Union and all other
countries, especially in the area of loans to
small and medium companies, negotiating so-
called grace periods of at least one year
period, tax and customs exemptions.

Because of early exclusion from
educational system, non-integration of Roma
in social community is being continued. I
believe that solution for the key Roma issue is
improvement of  children’s education, because
it is a road towards vertical social progress.
Also, every form of  inequalities, including the
social inequality, have its base in education.

European Union members must adopt
Action plans for improvement of Roma
health, which are composed of: research about

condition of Roma health, assurance of
implementation of system laws, improvement
of health protection of Roma population and
living environment in Roma settlements.

Racial violence as an obstacle to the full
implementation of  rights.

Discriminatory violence against Roma
from side of countries of Southeastern and
Central Europe is the manifestation of
broader framework of anti-Roma
discrimination. This spreads to the full extent
of  civil, political, social and cultural rights.
Right to education, housing, health protection
and to the judicial processing are most often
a dead letter on paper. Violations of  other
fundamental rights often derive from the
denial of  permanent residence to Roma, even

We are united and one all over the world - Upre Roma
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when Roma communities were present in
some areas for hundreds of  years.

By rejecting to provide Roma with
personal documentation needed for the free
functioning in societies (starting from the birth
certificate to the housing permits), local
authorities may effectively separate Roma
children from attending public schools, exclude
Roma families from possibility to get a public
housing opportunities, health protection and
other social services, and make formal
employment impossible.

In one example of international attention
about this problem, in its report about Ukraine
from February 2007, United Nations’
Committee for elimination of racial
discrimination (CERD) recorded that “lack
of personal and other required documents is
effectively depriving many Roma of their
rights to equal access to courts, legal assistance,
employment, housing, health protection, social
security and education”. We, as World Roma
Organization, have supported CERD’s efforts
to overpass this reality by “undertaking
immediate steps, i.e. by removing
administrative obstacles, so that all Roma
could get personal or other identification
documents, in effort to improve their access
to courts, employment, housing, health
protection, social security and education”.

Roma issue is a democratic issue. There
isn’t even one human right that is in conflict
with the living interest of Roma nation as a
whole. Roma issue is deliberation and
affirmation of  national identity. Roma issue
is civilization issue. It’s maybe the most
important issue in European area today for
development of human and natural potentials
and improvement of  life quality.

However, minority rights shouldn’t ever
be established in a way which jeopardize basic
principles of  equality. State should be a mutual

home for all ethnical groups that are located in
it and that enjoy equality, so that no-one can be
felt as a 2nd class citizen. Apartheid in South
Africa has shown how one intolerant and
irreconcilable minority can prevent members
of  majority to enjoy right to equality.
Conclusion

Even today, at the beginning of  third
millenium, Roma aren’t even at the beginning
of their emancipation. Bare existence is still
very actual issue with them. Roma community
live for more than a thousand years in
conditions of diaspora that can hardly be
compared with diaspora situation of some
other nations. Roma in Europe and world
almost without any exception live on margins
of  society, on margins of  cities, on margins
of economies and work share, on cultural
margins, and not rarely even in completely
archaic life, independent from the life of
surrounding societies. Roma are still, in almost
all areas of the world, subjected to the
processes of distinct marginalization. Their
suppression towards the periphery of society
is often close to open or hidden oppression.

Today, after 1000 years of  delay, India is
setting on its agenda Roma history, culture,
habits, etc. We are today for the first time in
this century in one such situation, truly historical
situation, in which it’s decided about our
collective destiny. Actually, we’re for the first
time in this century located in such historical
situation when we can influence to our destiny
in small scale because practically we can’t freely
decide about our destiny. Instead of  getting
higher historical sense and shape, our life was
slowly but decisively pushed downwards,
towards the lower sense and form of
historical life. We ask from our motherland
India to influence through various political
activities on EU and its countries members,
all other non-EU countries and international
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institutions to work on realization of human
rights standards and human progress, to
guarantee required and effective social-
economic and political integration of Roma
national community in Europe.

To achieve this vision, Roma nation
addresses Indian government for support. It
should call EU and its countries members to
support and open access to Roma nation –
required to raise from its current status,
stigmatization, marginalization and exclusion into
the nation that can contribute to self-development
and society as a part of it – the new Roma nation
of perspectives, aspirations and support.

This vision is consisted of aspirations of
around 15 million Roma people, who are
ready to make all efforts to make those
aspirations a reality. Therefore, our action plan
is an Action Plan of Development of
Roma National Community.

At the end, please allow me to express
my belief that speeches and scientific works
that are prepared for this International
conference will enlighten complex questions
of establishment of unique Roma corps
regarding the recognition of Roma nation
from side of Indian government and give
significant contribution to general endeavors
for cultural homogenization and Roma
national emancipation in all countries in which
due seriousness they live as “citizens of world”.

Let me finish with one quote of Max
Fisher: “Why does racists and fascists quickly win?

Well, because they have animals on their side. We

are humans.”
***
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EUROPE

Albania 8,301
Austria 20,000 to 50,000
Belarus 50,000 to 60,000
Belgium 10,000 to 15,000
Bosnia & Herze.... 80,000 to1,00,000
Bulgaria 8,00,000
Croatia 16,675
Czech Rep. 1,50,000–3,00,000
Denmark 1,500–2,000
Estonia 456
Finland 10,000
France 4,00,000
Germany 5,00,000
Greece  3,00,000
Hungary 8,00,000
Ireland 3,000
Italy 3,50,000
Latvia 8,482 to 15,000
Lithuania 3,000 to 4,000
Luxembourg 100 to 150
Macedonia 1,50,000
Moldova 12,900 to 20,000
Montenegro 2,601 to 20,000
Netherlands 35,000 to 40,000
Norway 6,500
Poland 15,000 to 60,000
Portugal 40,000
Romania 20,00,000
Russia 8,25,000
Serbia 6,00,000 to 8,00,000
Slovakia 92,500 or 5,00,000
Slovenia 3,246–10,000
Spain 10,00,000
Sweden 30,000 to 65,000

Switzerland 30,000 to 35,000
Ukraine 4,00,000
United Kingdom 50,00,000

OVERSEAS

Argentina 3,00,000
Australia 5,000
Brazil 10,00,000
Canada 80,000
Chile 15,000–20,000
Colombia 4,850
Ecuador 2,000
Mexico 16,000
Peru 8,400
South Africa 7,900
USA 10,00,000
Uruguay 2,000–5,000

ASIA

Azerbaijan 2,000

China 9,000
Iran 7,60,000
Iraq 23,000
Kazakhstan 7,000
Lebanon 12,000
Syria 46,000
Thailand 10,000-50,000
Turkey 25,00,000

AFRICA

Algeria 40,000
Angola 16,000
Egypt 23,00,000
Libya 40,000
Morocco 50,000
Sudan 50,000
Tunisia 20,000

Population of  Roma in various countries

Country RomaPopulationCountry RomaPopulation

Information given hereunder is derived from various internet sources + from some Roma
friends. To make it more realistic, kindly send your feedback at: editorkafla@yahoo.com
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The “General Union of the Roma of
Romania” in 1933, created the Romani Flag
and it was approved by international
representatives at the First World Romani
Congress in 1971, held in London, United
Kingdom.

Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia says -
“In 1971 the International Gypsy

Committee organised the first World Romani
Congress. This took place in a location near
London, funded in part by the World Council
of Churches and the Indian Government;
representatives from India and some 20 other
countries were in attendance. At the congress,
the green and blue flag from the 1933
conference, now embellished with the red,
sixteen-spoked chakra, was reaffirmed as the
national emblem of the Romani people, and
the anthem, Dzelem dzelem, since sung at all
congresses, was adopted.”

The Roma Flag has two main colours
Green and Sky-blue. The Green colour
represents “Earth” and the Sky-blue colour
represents “Heavens”.  The Roma flag also
contains a 16-Spokes red-“Chakra”, or a
spoked wheel, in the centre of the Flag,
representing the itinerant-tradition of the
Romani people. In the past some persons
from India tried to create misconceptions that
Roma Flag is copy of Indian Flag and some
Indian scholar/s contributed in finalizing it in
1971 Roma convention. It is made clear that
the Roma people concieved and adopted their
Flag at their own which was first designed in
1933. There is a big difference between the
“Chakra” of the Indian -Flag and the
“Chakra” of the  Roma - Flag :

(i) The Indian Flag’s Ashoka-“Chakra”
has got 24 -Spokes whereas the Roma Flag’s
“Chakra” has got 16 - Spokes.

(ii). The Indian Ahoka-“Chakra” with 24
Spokes has been taken by king Ashoka from
the Buddhist’s “Dharma - Chakra” whereas
the Roma Flag’s Red-“Chakra”/-Rota with
“16 - Spokes”, has been taken from Roma’s
own Cart’s - “Chakra” /-Rota with which they
keep on moving from place to place.

(iii)  The “Dhram - Chakra” is the motif
of   “Time & Progress” whereas the Roma’s
Red -“Chakro”/Cako/Rota /wheel, is the
motif of the itinerant -“movement &
Courage”.

(iv ) The Indian Flag’s  “Ashoka - Chakra”
is taken from the Buddhist motif  of  “Dharma
- Chakra” whereas the Roma Flag’s Red -
“Chakra” (Chakra, Chakro, Chako, Rota -
wheel)  is taken from their own Cart with
which they frequently keep on moving from
place to place and the motif of the “Red -
Chakro”/Rota is their “itinerant- Movement
& Courage”.

I think that it is not justified in saying that
a person from India introduced the “Ashoka
- Chakra”,  in the Roma’s- Flag. It must
berealised that there is no relation of  Roma’s
-16 -Spoked Red -“Rota”/wheel with 24 -
Spoked sky -blue coloured “Ashoka -Chakra”.
The motif  of  “Ashoka -Chakra” is “Peace &
Progress”, where as the motif  of  Roma’s
“Red -Chakra”  is itinerant - Life & Courage.

Note : (wheel = Chakra [Sanskrit]
<Chakro <Chako, Rota (Romani).

<janpath1@gmail.com>

***

Roma - Flag

- Janardhan Pathania
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In the spirit of  reflexive anthropology, I
would like to begin with a few words about
my personal reasons for choosing the topic. I
chose this topic mostly because I’m a Gypsy
and since my childhood I’ve been interested
in the questions: Who am I? Where my
ancestors come from? Why are we different
from the others?; Why do Roma use the
distinction “we - they” not only for the Roma
and non - Roma, but also among themselves.

This distinction has always existed, but all
the time I was taking it for granted. Sometimes,
I remember my grandmother telling me about
a family: “O aj ta mukhlen kalke melalen, telunen

ola xan na haljaren, bibahtale sherengere, ma phenen

mange lendar, me zhanava save si ola. (Oh let these
people, they are so dirty, they reach the bottom,
they eat, but do not give to another, suckers
do not talk to me about them, I know them
very well and what they are.”)

Another thing, I’ve noticed while
collecting information for my dissertation or
at least I have not thought about before is
that the Gypsies, as a rule, do not correspond

uniquely to the question of which Roma they
are? I, myself, unconsciously respond
differently to the same question depending on
my location and on the fact who asks me this
question – if  he/she is a Rom or not. For
example, if I am in my mahala or home
neighborhood and someone ask me from
which Roma are you? – My answer is : from
kovachia [blacksmiths] according to my great-
grandfather crafts or KOVACHEVA family’s
surname of  my grandfather. In my family the
blacksmiths craft is still exercised by my father
and my brothers..

In Kyustendil Romani mahala that applies
for basketry and masonry (construction) and
traders (who deal with home delivery, mostly
at fairs and village councils) and tinkering i.e.
descendants of those same families in a similar
situation will be presented as Koshnichari,
Duylgeri, Targovtsi, Kalajdzhii [i.e.basket
makers, builders, dealers, tinkers]. This does
not apply to trades that are no longer exercised
in Kyustendil neighborhood as reshetarstvoto

[sieve-makers], grebenarstvot/ [comb makers].

Gypsy Groups in Central and Western Bulgaria
- Kyustendil, Dupnitsa, Sofia, Pernik, Blagoevgrad and Simitly

- Dr. Lilyana Kovatcheva

Dr. Lilyana Kovacheva is an eminent Roma poet and scholar from Bulgaria.
She graduated University Degree in Pedagogy and accomplished Ph.D on
Ethnology. She was the main organizer of  International Roma Conference
“Coming back to the roots”, held at Delhi and Chandigarh in April, 2001,
which was organized by Hindu Heritage Prathisthan, Delhi, Research
Foundation, Delhi and India Inter-Continental Cultural Association,
Chandigarh. Over 35 persons of Roma origin from various European
countries participated in this conference. She is author of several books and
publications on Roma including “Rom knows the way” published in India.
She was the initiator of Indian Music and Dance groups of India Inter-
Continental Cultural Association to take participation in the International
Festival of  Roma Music and Dance in the Bulgarian city of  Stara Zagora.
<lilyana_kovatcheva@abv.bg>

www.romawindow.com
Roma Window (Roma Khirki)
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In conversations informants mention them,
but being asked: Of what Roma are you?,
they do not mention the name of  the former
craft. I’ ve noticed that the situation is similar
in other neighborhoods studied.

If I am out of Kyustendil – my  answer
is - from Kyustendil’s Roma. If  I am outside
Bulgaria, my answer is: Of  Bulgarian’s Roma.

At an international conference in Copenhagen,
the local Gypsies called the Roma from
Bulgaria, Macedonia and Serbia Balkanikane

Roma [Balkan’s Roma]. If  I am out of  the
Balkans and I answer the same way - the
Balkan’s Roma. At a seminar for Roma
women in 1996 in New York City this question
I answered without thinking -Europikane

Roma/ European’s Roma. If  the person who
asks me is non Roma, my answer is simply a
Roma without specifying.

During the work I have done on my
doctoral dissertation and in the practical work
I realized that the knowledge of Gypsy groups
is important firstly for scientific knowledge.
Secondly the knowledge about the Gypsy
groups is extremely important not only for
the Gypsies themselves and for their identity,
but also for the government strategies and
policies. What is right for one Gypsy group,
let me say for the so called Arlii, may be
completely wrong for another, for example
for the Kardarash. Knowing the specifics, values
and internal rules of a Gypsy group ensures
adequate and effective measures in each
political system and any government.

In my study of Roma groups in middle
and western Bulgaria, I relied upon the general
characteristics and the theoretical model
developed by Marushiakova Elena and
Vesselin Popov. According to them:
Observations of  Gypsy groups confirm
persistence, but also their flexibility and ability

to adapt to environmental changes. This fact
is best illustrated in cases of displacement of
some Gypsy families whose placement in new
settings create conditions for the establishment
of  a new Gypsy group. This indicates a strong
need for group life among the Gypsies.
Observations show that the Gypsy group has
some equanimity, it is submitted to outside
influence, but does not change its essence.

Structure of the ideal, hypothetic model
of the Gypsy group according to Elena
Marushiakova and Veselin Popov:

1. Group identity;
2. A member of the group is considered only
the one who is born in it;
3. Strict observance of  the group endogamy;
4 . Common language of the group;
5. A common way of life in the past.
6 . Same way to earn their living - group trade
or traditional crafts;
7 . Presence of intra- government and private
bodies potestarian;
8. Strict adherence to the group rules.
9. Common general ideas of life - religious,
value orientations, moral principles, similarities
in behavior;
10 . Extended family, the strong family is
considered the highest value;
11. Limitation of friendly contacts only within
the group;
12. Mutual solidarity and obligations to assist;
13. No interference in the work of another
group;
14. Strict adherence to the group banned
“mahrime”. 

On this bases I tried to register and list
the existing Gypsy groups in middle and
western Bulgaria. Group information is
primary, collected through the stories of
individual representatives of the respective
groups and personal observations.  Here I will
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present only the Gypsy groups in Kyustendil

and Dupnitsa.

The Gypsy groups in Kyustendil:

There is a Roma neighborhood in
Kyustendil, which is divided into two parts -
upper (new part) and lower (old part). Initial
data about Roma in Kyustendil is registered
during the Ottoman rule.  Some of the Roma
groups in Kyustendil have their own endonym
- name that is given by representatives of the
group and exonym - name given to them by
other Gypsy groups or by the surrounding
population.

According to the memories of older
Roma in the neighborhood of Kyustendil
before the time of communist rule (09.09.1944),
all Roma in the quarter were Muslims -
“Horaxane Roma”. Not yet erased the memories
of the boys’ “sunet” (circumcision) and the
celebration of Bairam and Ramadan Bairam.
About 90 % of  Roma have Turkish names till

1962 year, when they performed “rename” and
Turkish names were replaced with Bulgarian
ones. The main and most numerous Gypsy
group in Kyustendil is called Erlii (Horaxane
Roma), the second one is called Dassikane Rom

or Dzhorevtsi, the third  smallest in number is
called Vlaxi. Of course, there are also individual
members of other groups such as the Roma –
Kalaydjii, Kopanari and others, but these are
usually wives or mix marriages of the
neighborhood from other cities. There are three
main groups - Erlii, Dassikane (not talking the
language of the Roma, also known as Djorevtsi

) Roma and Vlaxi (in this case I do not mean
the Vlach Gypsies, who speak Roumanian ).

These groups are formed on different
grounds - the way of life, religion, occupation,
kinship, language, dialect and others (on-line with
hypothetic model of the Gypsy group). Each
of these groups may comprise representatives
of  the smaller groups. The study groups are

Wedding of Muslim Roma in Bulgaria
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known under different names.
-  Ethnic names that reflect the lifestyle

of  the group. These are for example, Erlii

(come from  Turkish language  yard means
land, a local resident living in one place for
years), and nomads, in the case of Vlah (the
term used here in sense of  nomads). The Roma
who have been living there since the Ottoman
times are the Erlia, or “Horaxane Roma.”
According to the memories of  informants, the
presence of representatives of  the Vlah group
in Kyustendil is found much later -  in the
beginning of  the 19th century.

-  Ethnonym according to the religion

of  the group. Before 09.09.1944 in Kyustendil
were - Horaxane Roma (Muslim) and Dassikane

Roma (Orthodox Christians). Today, under
the influence of new religious movements is
formed a group of  on a religious basis, the
so-called Devlikane manusha [God’ men] or
Evangelicals, which includes adherents of
different evangelical churches Pentecostals,

Jehovah’s Witnesses and he Adventists of  7 Day [called

sabotyani – the Sathurday keepers].
-  Ethnonym referring the occupation

of  the group. These are the most common
and typical self-descriptions. At the same time,
these ethnonyms are causing much confusion
in the definition of the group because often
different groups have one and the sameself-
appellation according to the professional
specificity. A typical example is the Kovachi

[blacksmiths] and Bashalne [Musicians]. As
elsewhere in Kyustendil too the specific group
could not be definied only by ethnonym, but
in order to distinguished between different
groups with same appellation and to determine
the individual Gypsy group it is needed to use
the ideal model, i.e. to check whether they meet
the 14 characteristics. The self-appelation used
according to the occupation in Kyustendil are
– Kovachi (Blacksmiths), Koshnichari (Basket
makers), Muzikanti (Musicians), Citno sito ili Edro

sito (Fine sieve or Coarse sieve0, Tyrgovec na kone

Roma people live in a separate settlement in the outskirts of the main city
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(Horse cooper), Grebenary (Comb makers),
Dulgeri (Builders), Grobari (Grave-diggers),
Magyari (Witchcraft) and more.

-  Pejorative (insulting) ethnonyms.

In most cases they are known, but are rarely
seen as self-descriptions and are given by
foreign Gypsy groups. Reflects the neglect of
other groups, the notion that only own group
is clean, and the rest are lower standing. In
Kyustendil such example are: Limale

(Sniveling), Dile (Crazy); Fartichariya  (Cheaters);
Dzhorevtsi (a cross between a horse and
donkey) or neither Roma, nor Bulgarians, live
as Roma and speak Bulgarian) and others.

- Family generic self-descriptions. At
the core of these names most often stands
after the legendary or real-life ancestor. In
Kyustendil are found the following numerous
and influential families of the so-called by the
informers plemena [tribes] - Golyovtsi, Shakovtsi,

Velkovtsi, Ibraimovtsi, Limalevtsi, Rakipovtsi,

Dilinevtsi, Dzhekovtsi, Proshlyakya ). Here we must
note that initiatly pejorative names - Limalevtsi

and Dilinevtsi undergo a change in the sense
that they become self-descriptions, ethnonyms.

-  Ethnonym by location, region, town,
village where the group is displaced, lived or
still lives - (in this case Vlah, coming from
Walachia). Erlii group in Kyustendil refers
disparagingly to the Vlah and they treat  them
as a lower group, unworthy.

Roma in Kyustendil are still divided by
language and dialectal variations:

- By language they are divided into:
talking and not talking Romanes (only Dzhorevtsi

are not Romanes speaking).
- According Dialect they are divided into:

Erlii dialect speaking; Vlah dialect speaking.
Meta-group united several groups with

violated borders by building from them new
ones and at the same time preserves part of

the main characteristics of the previous groups,
at least at memory level. This is proof of the
high adaptability of the Gypsy group that
preserves the ethnic specificity of  the Gypsies.
Full fusion of different groups in one meta-
group is not detected in Kyustenddil, at this
stage, and one of the reasons for this may lie
in the fact that Kyustendil is a small town of
Kyustendil and the groups are still enough
numerous and strong and have not been
registered splintered group.

Gypsy groups in Dupnitsa

In Dupnitza Roma live in these
neighborhoods - Tseneva, Arakchijski most,
Tsiganeto and Gizdava mala. Structurally, the
groups’ composition does not differ from the
one of the Roma in Kyustendil. One of the
differences between Roma of Kyustendil and
Roma of Dupnitza is the dialect spoken Roma
from Kyustendil - Erlia dialect and in Dupnitsa
the so-called “ zis” dialect – Pei e maci ando cyl,

hayas hayas em phutsii / Peli i makhi ando khil

halyas halyas em phukili; gilyabava / ziabava.

In the past, the largest part of the Roma

in Dupnitsa according occupation was the
Dzhambaz [horse dealer] group, followed by
the Dyulgeri [masons], Kamenari [stone
crusher] and Karutsari [carters].

Today I monitor interesting processes
triggered by the economic crisis, negative
attitudes towards Roma as a whole. A large
number of Roma living in Dupnitsa go
abroad to find work. Almost all of the
families have members living abroad, he or
she is working there and is sending money to
the other family members. This process has
two sides - on one hand, this is an opportunity
for financial assistance to unemployed Roma
families, but the other is a prerequisite for
disintegrate family and values. People call them
according the occupation Gurbetchii [migrant
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workers] (nothing to do with the group of
Gurbeti). This is especially true for Roma who
migratied from Dupnitsa in Spain. They settle
down in certain cities and neighborhoods
which are given a second by the relative district
of Dupnitza. Example - Roma quarter of
Tseneva called neighborhood in the Spanish
city of  Murcia - Tseneva.

In the recent years, a richer class appears,
called by informants Likhvari [the loan sharks]
– they have their own stores, the poor and
unemployed to buy on credit, but if bread
costs 1 lev, they sell it for 3 leva. This
phenomenon is observed in almost the entire
region. The Likhvari are on the borders of
the group, i.e. they are on the way to create
their own Roma subgroup.

Another interesting phenomenon is an
intense process of uniting all evangelical
religious groups – Adventists (sabotiyani),
Pentecostals, Jehovah’s Witnesses in a so-called
Devlikane manusha (God’s people). They
correspond to two thirds of the
characteristics of  a group. It is also noted
that marriages between themselves come to
happen more often. Devlikane manusha located
on the border of  a group, perhaps in the
future will be in a separate group. In contrast
to Kyustendil Turkish / Horahane Roma are
very small community, they are usually
immigrants from Kyustendil.

Schematicaly the groups in the two cities
can be presented as folows:

Roma groups in Kjustendil and Dupnitsa

By way of living in the past  time settled – Eirlii;
By where the group comes from – Vlahi; By
romany or no romany speakers –Djorevtsi or
Dassikane Roma; By religion – Horaxane Roma
or Muslims, Dassikane Roma or Christians
By professions - blacksmiths, basket-makers,
musicians, brush-makers, net-makers, djambaz

(dealing with horses), comb-makers, builders,
gravediggers, witches  and other;
By family ethnonims - Goliovtsi, Shakovtsi,
Velkovtsi, Ibrahimovtsi, Limalevtsi,
Rakipovtsi, Dilineevtsi, Dzekovtsi , Proshlitsi;
Pejorative ethnonims - Limale/Snivels;
Diline/ Crazy; Fartichari/Cheaters and other.
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In 2015, the situation of European Roma
communities continues to be critical.
Roma remain one of the most disadvantaged
minority groups in Europe. The highest rates
of unemployment and the lowest levels of
education, widespread poverty and social
exclusion characterise the large part of Roma
living in the European Union.

In Europe, major efforts have been
made to force the Roma to go away from
the economically advanced and dynamic parts
of Europe and stay in the East. In the cases
where that has proved impossible, certain
actions of public authorities has contributed
to the further worsening of the situation of
the Romani migrants or to the neglect of their
plight. There is a need for the re-invigoration
of the European project and its visions, so
that it would ensure that European integration
is enjoyed by all parts and levels of  the society,
and ethnic origin is no longer regarded as a
factor in any of  its provisions.

Current situation of Roma youth

Roma youth represents a demographic
of growing importance, as they make up a

considerable proportion of the school-age
population and the future workforce of many
European States. In the European Union (EU),
35.7 per cent of Roma are under the age of
15, compared to 15.7 per cent among the
general population, while the average age of
Roma is 25, compared with 40 across the EU.

Nevertheless, exclusionary mechanisms
based on stigmatization in education and
employment stop young Roma from
developing their potential and capacity. A
survey conducted in 2012 in 12 European
states showed that less than half of young
Roma aged 17-23 completed lower secondary
education in some of these countries, and less
than one per cent of Roma obtained university
education across the survey region.

Furthermore, the greatest difference in
employment levels between Roma and non-
Roma was in the 15-24 age category: only 15
per cent of Roma of this age are employed.
At the same time, Roma and Sinti youth who
manage to successfully obtain an education
often feel forced to deny their identity and
rarely return to their communities to work.

Roma youth and prospects for community development:

Aspirations and the way forward

- Valery NOVOSELSKY

Mr. Valery Novoselsky is Executive Editor of  Roma Virtual Network (RVN)
with expertise in Editorial activity on on-line platform which actively facilitates
the cooperation and exchange of information within Roma organisations and
individuals, between Roma and non-Roma organisations and individuals and
also between Roma NGOs and official institutions. Vice-president,
Commissioner for culture and informing World Roma Organization
Rromanipen . This activity is connected with the variety of Roma-related political,
cultural, economic and social issues on national and international levels.He
lives in Isreal.  <valery_novoselsky@yahoo.com>

www.romawindow.com
Roma Window (Roma Khirki)
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Marginalization and discrimination lead
to low levels of public and political
participation among Roma. As noted in the
2013 OSCE Status Report on the
Implementation of the Action Plan on
Improving the Situation of Roma and Sinti ,
“mainstream parties are still relatively reluctant to

put forth Roma candidates, despite a significant increase

in the pool of potential Roma candidates”.

This reluctance is often connected to
negative perceptions about Roma. Roma
women participate in public and political life
to an even lesser degree; the OSCE Status
Reports (2008 & 2013) says, “Roma and Sinti
women are still under-represented and are far
from enjoying equal participation in public and
political life”. This is often linked to the fact
that “Roma women […] suffer multiple forms of

discrimination by virtue of  their ethnicity, gender, and

place within Roma communities.” In addition, Roma
youth also has “limited access to political participation

and [are absent] from relevant decision making bodies

and processes.”

Migration as a factor in today’s Roma

reality

Very often, ignorance manages to
prevail at the local levels surrounding the
legal requirements arising from the
commitments of states in the European Union
and/or Council of Europe. The fact that the
Romani people is the largest minority in
Europe and yet it is the only ethnic minority
that is still affected by all barriers that an ethnic
minority could face, provides some
explanation of the question why the Roma
often times decide to undertake actions seeking
for better havens for themselves, their
offspring, and their cultural legacies. Even
though there has been major media coverage
warning about the flood of Roma after the
accession of Bulgaria and Romania into the
EU family, a 2002 study has showed that the
Bulgarian Roma were less likely to migrate
than their Bulgarian and Turkish counterparts.

Beginning in the 1990 and continuing to
the present day, several thousands of  Roma

Forced expulsion of Roma in France  -  Where to go now?
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have gone to the United Kingdom originally
as persons seeking and often receiving refugees
status, and now, as persons exercising their EU
rights of free movement. However, Romani
arrivals in Britain have ignited a number of
racist press conferences and explicitly
discriminatory measures by the government.
Anti-Romani media emerged again in 2006
and 2007 before and after Bulgaria and
Romania joined the EU. As a matter of  fact,
including the much larger native Traveler and
Gypsy community, the Roma, Gypsies and
Travelers would make up 0.40 % of  the total
population in the UK. Also, in the countries
of major recent immigration destinations for
the majority of the Roma, namely Austria,
Germany, and Italy, the representation of  the
Roma populations as a whole is miniscule and
take up 0.3 %, 0.12 % and 0.23 % of the
general population of these countries
respectively.
Roma youth as agents for change and

OSCE support in this process

Discrimination and exclusion still
characterize the lives of  most Roma today,
reflected in racist violence, unemployment,
poverty, illiteracy and high infant mortality.
International Roma Day, April 8, International
Day of Commemoration of Roma Genocide,
2 August, and International Day of Roma
Language, 5 November, are the opportunities
to celebrate the unique culture of  Europe’s
largest ethnic minority, and to take stock of
the challenges, both old and new, they face on
a daily basis.

 Among the international organizations
the OSCE was the first in 1990 to recognize
the particular problems of Roma in the context
of the proliferation of racial and ethnic hatred,
xenophobia, and discrimination. Some of
these issues are still deeply entrenched in some

OSCE participating States. While the situation
is improving overall, new challenges, such as
the crisis in and around Ukraine, have presented
new problems for local Roma communities.

Among international organizations
connected to Roma cause, the OSCE
recognizes that Roma and Sinti youth have a
potential to change the future course of their
society and in 2013 foreign ministers from
the OSCE’s 57 participating States confirmed
that Roma youth need to be provided with
more opportunities to act as agents of change
in their communities.

Roma youth was given a platform to
raise their voices on the issues that concern
them at a conference in Belgrade organized
by the OSCE Office for Democratic
Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) in
December 2014. It gathered 40 youth Roma
activists from across the region to discuss how
to mobilize and empower their communities,
and stimulate their participation in politics and
decision-making processes.

The conclusions of the conference were
put forward as recommendations to OSCE
participating States for empowering Roma and
Sinti youth participation at the local level, for
promoting the inclusion of their communities,
and to help further develop ODIHR’s work
with Roma and Sinti youth issues.
Building a strong Roma youth movement

as a guarantee of integration

The specific objective of today‘s youth
Roma activists is to facilitate and enable Roma
youth alliances within and outside Roma
communities, through existing and new
structures, to mobilize Roma youth, make their
voice heard and stake their position in their
communities and in European society at large.

The expected outcomes relevant to this
objective will be:
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-Roma young people participate as equals
in society and in development, monitoring and
evaluation of all programmes related to them;

- Co-operation and networking with non
Roma youth structures, organisations,
institutions and population in general is stronger;

- Mechanisms are developed and capacity
of local Roma youth structures is strengthened
in order to ensure their sustainability and
promote cooperation and networking;

- Positive role models at the local level
are promoted in order to change existing
stereotypes about Roma people in society,
thus the Roma youth movement promotes
the Roma identity;

- Cooperation with existing youth
structures is ensured and new structures are
created, whenever needed, so young Roma
can be and have the space to be active citizens,
especially at the grassroots level.
Education is a key to success

The Roma young people also suffer from

the community’s prejudices and stereotypes.
The main way of stepping out from the
vicious cycle and to have positive
representation within the society is education.
Many Roma organisations are working in the
sphere of  formal education, but there is also
a need to increase activities with Roma youth
in the field of  non-formal education.

- “We must not close our eyes to the real problems

Roma are facing in many European countries. Extreme

poverty, social exclusion, a lack of  regular employment

and low educational attainment are facts. By fighting

against the phenomena of Roma exclusion, we also fight

against the root causes of the violence and stereotypes

Roma suffer from... Roma are one of  the largest ethnic

minorities in the EU, but too often they are Europe’s

forgotten citizens... They face persistent discrimination

and far-reaching social exclusion.” - Vladimir Spidla,
EU Commissioner for Employment, Social
Affairs and Equal Opportunities.

-“To remove obstacles for a group as
disadvantaged as the Roma are, we need more than

Roma Children in Eastern Europe
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Roma National Song

Gelem, Gelem
Gelem, gelem, lungone dromensa

Maladilem bakhtale Romensa
A Romale, katar tumen aven,

E tsarensa bakhtale dromensa?
A Romale, A Chavale

Sas vi man yekh bari familiya,
Mundardyas la e Kali Legiya

Aven mansa sa lumnyake Roma,
Kai putardile e Romane droma

Ake vriama, usti Rom akana,
Amen khutasa misto kai kerasa

A Romale, A Chavale
Puter Devla le parne vudara

Te shai dikhav kai si me manusha
Pale ka zhav lungone dromendar
Thai ka phirav bakhtale Romensa

A Romalen, A chavalen
Opre Rroma, si bakht akana

Aven mansa sa lumnyake Roma
O kalo mui thai e kale yakha
Kamav len sar e kale drakha

A Romalen, A chavalen.

English Translation

I went, I went on long roads
I met happy Roma

O Roma, where do you come from,
With tents happy on the road?
O Roma, O Romani youths!

I once had a great family,
The Black Legion murdered them

Come with me, Roma from all the world
For the Roma, roads have opened

Now is the time, rise up Roma now,
We will rise high if  we act

O Roma, O Romani youths!
Open, God, White doors

So I can see where are my people.
Come back to tour the roads
And walk with happy Roma
O Roma, O Romani youths!

Up, Romani people! Now is the time
Come with me, Roma from all the world

Dark face and dark eyes,
I want them like dark grapes
O Roma, O Romani youths!

just non-discrimination. These people have been so
excluded – by majority societies as well as by their
own traditions - that they are simply not starting from
the same point like most other citizens. We need more
than just treating the Roma “like everyone else”,
although even that is often very far from being the
case.” - Mr José Manuel Barroso, President of
the European Commission.

Conclusion
Young Roma need to be seen by

European states as a demographic of growing
importance. They make up a considerable
proportion of population and, thus, are a
significant part of the future workforce.
Nevertheless, discriminatory measures in
education and employment prevent many
young Roma from fully realizing their potential.

The specific objective of today‘s youth
Roma activists is to facilitate and enable Roma
youth alliances within and outside Roma
communities, through existing and new
structures, to mobilize Roma youth, make their
voice heard and stake their position in their
communities and in European society at large.
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The Roma people, migrated from
northwest India 1,600 years ago. By now it
has been fairly well established that the Roma
people originally belonged to India. Firsly A.F.
Pott, than H.M.G.Grellman, G.C.Soulis,
J.Kochanovski, F. Mikloshic,W.R.Rishi, J.C.
Rudiger and many other scholars supported
this theory. Among other evidences the
linguistic evidence is one  of the  most
convincing features in this regard. It is now
very clear that  Romani language belongs to
the new Indian languages. Many evidences put
forth by the scholars like F. Pott, H.M.G.
Grellman , John Sampson and J.C. Rudiger
have proved that Romani language  is basically
an Indian language. In the words of  J.
Sampson, Romani language is an Indian
language spoken outside India, which like its
sister vernaculars assumed something
resembling to its present form after the break-
up of the older synthetic system. Origin of
the majority of the Romani words can be
traced in Indian language particularly Punjabi,
Rajasthani, Sanskrit and Hindi. At the end of
the 18th century, it was Rudiger, who first
established the theory of origin of Romani

language. He declared in no uncertain term
that Romani is one of  the Indian dialects.This
was further strongly supported by F.Pott on
the basis of the rich material from different
Romani dialects. In this material he found
striking similarities with Sanskrit and other
Indo-Arian language. F. Mikloshic further
supported the findings of  Pott on the basis
of richer material.

In certain Romani legends what I wrote
down from Roma in Skopje, old Roma were
telling me that a small group of Roma
migrated from India at the time of Alexander
the Great  (356-323) in the fourth century B.C.
After that, the migration of Roma from India
have been in the fourth century, during the
great migrations and attacks by Huns in India.
Then we have migration in VII, IX centuries.
Characteristic migration of Roma from India
have in XIII century during the attack on the
Mongol conquerors Djingis Kana (1162-
1227) in India. The most significant and recent
migration of Roma from India took place in
the fourteenth century during the invasions of
Tamerlan (1337-1405.) in India. The main
reasons for the migration of Roma were wars,

Indian origin of the Roma people, their language and culture

- Dr. Trajko Petrovski, Institute of  folklor, Skopje

Prof. (Dr.) Trajko Petrovski has seven years of  professional experience at
school and eleven years in the non-formal edution, comprehensive
competence in the field of Roma issues, especially research. He did his PhD
in Ethnology from University of  Zagreb. He has vast experience in designing
and conducting educational activities for beneficiaries from Roma population;
indepth understanding and knowledge of Roma culture and customs. He
published Calendar Customs of the Roma people in Skopje and
surrounding, Macedonian-Romany and Romany-Macedonia Dictionary etc.
He is author of several books on Roma Folklore and culture and is associated
with a Roma Folklore organisation in Mecadonia.
<petrovskitrajko@yahoo.com>
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Varfëri Roma and climatic factors in India.
In several stories preserved by the Roma

of Macedonia St. Georges fetes have been
described quite similar to that of Lord Indra.
Even the name of Indra, Ahi and Sushna have
been preserved. According of  the Rigveda
as mentioned earlier Indra slew Ahi the
dragon who withheld the rains. Sushna the
other demon of draught is mentioned nearly
50 times in the Rigveda.

The Rom a (the  so called Gypsies of
Europe, Russia, Central and Middle Asia and
the Americas) are mainly the descendents of
the Rajputs and the Jats of North India,
comprising the states of  Punjab, Haryana,
Himachal Pradesh, Delhi and adjacent parts
of  Rajasthan and Jammu and Kashmir.The
ancestors of the Roma were forced to migrate
to foreign lands after the Muslim invasion
started during 11th to 13th centuries A.D. The
emigrants were not only Rajputs, but also Jats
and Khatris (Kshatrias) the rulers of
principalities or the heads of republics and
the fighter and warrior class. ln order to be
self-sufficient and to allow inner mobility they
attracted men and women from all the
population groups which included Lobanas,
Banjaras and Tandas (classed under traders),
Saudagars (horse dealers), Lohars (ironsmiths),
Munition makers, priests Gujjars (from
Sanskrit word ‘gocar”cow grazers) etc.

The Roma people possess distinctive
North Indian cultural and physical traits and all
speak Romani language which has its base in
Sanskrit. Most of their customs, habits and
modes of life and living strikingly resemble the
people of Punjab and its surrounding areas that
they can aptly be called their cousins. Roma are
called by different names in different countries:
Manush (a Sanskrit word for Man) in France,
Sinti  in Germany, Tsigani in the former USSR,

Bulgaria etc., Multani in Central Asian Republics
of  the former Soviet Union, Zotts (Jats) in
Middle Asia, Kale (Black) and Gitano in Spain,
Kalderash (kaltarash makers of machines) in
some of other countries, Roma in Balkan  etc.

To denote themselves as a close-knit
nationality, they have adopted for themselves
the name Roma (singular is Rom) and hate to
be referred to as Gypsies. With the passage
of time, the names of their gods and
goddesses have changed but the ideas and the
ideals symbolised by them are the same and
so are many of the rituals connected with
them. Now, for example, St. Sarah. is the
Goddess of  Fate and Fortune of  the Roma.
The idol of St. Sarah is enshrined in the crypt
of the church of St. Maries de la Mer, a village
on the Mediterranean Sea coast in the south
of France. A fair is held from 23rd May to
25th May every year when the Roma from all
countries of the world come to pay homage
to their Goddess. They burn candles and offer
clothes etc. to their Goddess. ln the evening
the idol of St.Sarah is taken in a procession to
the Sea coast followed by huge crowds of
Roma singing and chanting “Vive St. Sarah”.
Symbolic immersion, of the idol in the
Mediterranean waters is performed, the statue
being brought back and placed once again in
the crypt of the church. St. Sarah is none else
than the Indian Goddess Durga whose idol
is taken in a procession during the Durga pooja
(worship) in October every year in India and
is, thereafter, immersed in the nearby river or
pond. perhaps the Roma do not immerse the
idol of St. Sarah and are content only with its
symbolic immersion because it is not only
costly but also difficult to make a new one
every year. But they continue to follow the
Indian rituals to this day.  On further research
it was found that St. Sarah is in fact Sati Sara
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(Sati sar) Indian goddess Uma (consort of
Lord Siva) who is also worshipped on various
occasions in different forms and names such
as Kali, Durga, Katyayani, Gauri, Haimavati,
Isvari, Bhavani, Rudrani, Sarvani, Sarvamangala,
Aparna, Mrdani, Candika, Ambika, Arya,
Daksayani, Girija, Menakatmaja, Camunda,
Karnamoti, Carccika, Bhairavi.

At the end of the eighteenth
century,  Romani with Indic Indo-European
languages proved the Indian origin of the
Roma. The following occurrence, which
perhaps everyone who is interested in Roma
history knows about, supposedly pointed
researchers in the direction of India as home
of origin. The first person to describe it was
the enlightened Slovak intellectual Samuel
Augustini ab Hortis in his work “Zigeuner in
Ungaren […]” (1775). “On November 6,
1764, I was visited by the erudite printer
Štefan Pap Nemethi, who told me in an

interview what he had learned from the
Calvinist preacher Štefan Váli who, at that time,
was working in Almáš in the district of
Komárno. When Váli was at the university in
Leyden, he became friendly with three
Malabar youths […] When Váli noticed that
their language bore more than a slight
resemblance to the language of our Gypsies,
he took advantage of the opportunity and
wrote down more than a thousand of the
Malabar words they used along with the
words’ meanings […] When Váli returned to
his country, he wanted to ascertain the
meanings of those Malabar words; the
Gypsies effortlessly translated them.” (ab
Hortis 1994. p. 54). What language were the
Malabar students speaking? The land of
Malabar lies in what today is the southwest
coastal Indian state of Kerala. There they
speak Malayalam, a Dravidian language which
has nothing in common with Indo-European

Roma Goddess ‘Sati Sara’ Hindu Goddess ‘Kali’
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languages (Hindi, Bengali,
Punjabi, Marathi, Gujarati -
 Romani! – and others). If the
students had been
speaking Malabari – or
Malayalam, Váli  would not
have been able to perceive a
resemblance to Romani. The
students undoubtedly
belonged to the highest social
class, which used – mainly in
written expression – the
language of the intellectuals,
the old cultural literary
language of India i.e. Sanskrit. Most of the
roots of Sanskrit words appear in modern
Indic (Indo-European) languages
including Romani.  There is another possible

explanation. The southwest coast of India was
a cape where, from time immemorial, there
were relations between Indians and the
western world. Christianity set down roots
there at the time of St. Thomas the apostle,
who allegedly died in southern India. It is
possible that Indian Christians from all over
the extensive region of India came to study
right there, the center of  Indian Christianity.
Their native languages might have been
not Romani, but some other Indo-European
languages similar to Romani. (Elsewhere in the
land, Christianity did not take hold.) From that
centre, some left for Europe to finish their
Christian education.

Whatever the case may be, Váli’s
remarkable discovery came “into circulation”
and many linguists, including the German
Johannes Rüdiger and the Englishman William
Marsden, took notice of it. They and those
who followed them in the next century
irrefutably ascertained that Romani is a modern
Indic language. At the beginning of the
twentieth century, Ralph Turner ascertained the
closest relationship between Romani and Hindi,
Rajasthani dialects or Punjabi. Meanwhile, his

A Romani Girl

A Banjara (Rajasthani) Girl
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classification was generally accepted.
It has been judged that approximately

70% of the basic vocabulary of Romani is
related to other Indic (Indo-European)
languages. Below are examples of  two
sentences and one proverb. Further examples
follow in illustrations.

-mire bala kale hin (R.) / mere bal kale

hain (H.) My hair is black
-ajsi bari rakli! (R.) / ajsi bari larki! (H.)

Such a big girl!
-Me raòi, tu raòi, ko pherela paòi? (R.) / Me(n)

rani, tu rani, kon bharega pani? I(am) a queen/
lady, you (are) a queen/lady – who will fetch
the water?

The original “Indic” words in Romani, in
comparison with borrowed words, have the
greatest morphosyntactic potency, which
means that it is possible to create a number
of  other words with specific suffixes.
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I have heard from varioua Roma/Gypsy
people about the Roma people’s way of  life
from the birth of a child to his journey into
old age and death.  I have compared all these
old Roma customs and traditions with the
north Indian Hindu customs and traditions.

Birth Rituals

1. When a Romni (Gypsy-woman) delivers a
child she does so in a separate room or tent.
She is also declared as a polluted woman for
forty days by the Roma/Gypsy society and
she is prohibited to touch anybody. She is
confined with her infant to live in a separate -
tent or room. In comparison to this Roma
custom, the Indian Hindu woman also delivers
the baby in a separate place and is declared
polluted for twenty days and she too is not
allowed to touch anybody.

2. Then after forty days the Romni (Gyp-
woman) takes a cleansing bath wherein she
puts on clean clothes and her infant too is
cleaned. After this ceremony they Molisaren i.e.
pray to God and following which the senior

Gypsy women tie a Red-thread on the wrist
of the mother and child. Similarly the Hindu
woman after twenty days of giving birth too
bathes and cleans herself and her infant.
Thereafter she prays to God and a red-thread
which is called ‘Mauli’ is tied to her wrist and
that of the infant.

3.  Gypsy women at night keep a burning candle
or a lamp near the bed of the sleeping mother
and child. The Indian Hindu women also do
just the same as the Gypsy women do to ward
off the evil spirits from mother and child.

4. The Gypsy women consider a weeping
infant to be under an evil spell when it cries
incessantly and immediately she takes to
tending it. When the child suddenly starts
weeping and crying loudly, the Indian Hindu
women too jump to the conclusion that their
infant has been attacked by an Evil spirit.   

5.  The Gypsy women use amulets and other
Magical  objects to keep away Ghosts and
other Evil spirits from the mother and child
for they believe that both are susceptible to

Roma and Hindu Common Customs & Traditions
Ranging from Birth to Death

- Janardhan Singh Pathania
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their evil spells. The Indian Hindu women also
use amulets and magical objects and charms
to ward off the same.

 6. The Gypsy woman puts a Kalakh/
black-soot on her child’s fore-head to ward
off  the evil eye and evil spirits. The Hindu
Indian women also apply ‘Kalakh’ in a similar
fashion on the fore-head of her child.

7. The Gypsy woman always holds her
child to her breast and never to the back ,
which is  familiar with the Indian Hindu
woman’s way.

Roma /Gypsy Life

1. The Roma life is full of travelling from
place to place with their wagons/vordona and
tentage. The Indian nomads  like Banjaras and
Gaddi-Lohars and some others tribes also move
the same way from place to place with their
carts and tentage.

2. The Gypsy people do odd small jobs such
as those of Black-smiths, Copper-smiths,
Wooden-tool makers, Carpenters, Herbal
medicine men, Horse Trainers and traders.
They are Bear  and Monkey handlers/trainers,
Peddlers, tinkers, Magicians, Musicians, Singers,
Dancers, etc.etc. The Indian people also do
such jobs like the Gypsy people.

3. For marriage the Roma/Gypsy use a
middle man to look for a match for their
child’s marriage. If  the matchmaking is
successful the gypsy call it ‘Xanamika’, which
signifies the meeting and agreeing of  the boy’s
and the girl’s family for marriage. Thereafter
they immediately declare that their children are
engaged known as ‘Mangipi’, which  is called
‘Mangni’ in Indian Hindustani language. They
pay money to the girl’s father i.e. bride price
and purchase the girl. Earlier the Indian people
also used to pay money for the bride like the

Bride welcome ceremony in Roma
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Gypsy people. However now this practice
exists in India only among the illiterate people,
in far off remote areas and more often
among the tribals.

4. The Roma/Gypsy marriage is celebrated
with all the pomp and show, even they
borrow money and sell their land for
celebrating the marriage of  their sons. The
Hindus in India also do the same  way.

5.  The Roma people on the wedding -night
have the verginity-test. In past the Indian
nomadic tribal people also used to have this
custom but it is no more now.

6.  When a Gypsy man and woman become
old, their social status is elevated whereby they
become more important and command a lot
of social respect. They head their big joint
families and social groups. All the major
decisions are taken by this Head of the family
i.e. the old man and woman.  A similar practice
like those of the Gypsy people of Europe

also exists among the Indian nomadic and
other tribal people. 

Romano Meripe / Gypsy Death

1.  When a Roma-Gypsy man dies, his dead
body is left alone in a room or a small tent. The
children of the deceased family are taken either
to their uncles, cousins, or neighbour’s house
away from the deceased person’s body. Indian
village Hindu people too have similar practices.

 2.  The Roma dead body is left alone in the
room and the window of the  room is kept a
little open. They keep a tumbler full of water
in the window inside the room for the dead
man’s soul to drink. A belief  that it is the last
drinking of water by the departed soul and
thereafter the door of  the room is shut. The
Hindu  people also do like this they too put a
Jug (Garhvi) full of  water near the dead body,
for his soul to have the last drinking of  water.

3. The Roma give to the dead man’s soul, his

Bride welcome ceremony in India
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last food, for his  onward
journey to God. They keep a
plate full of flour near the  dead
body. The Indian Hindu people
also put a plate full of flour and
some other eatables near the
dead body like the Roma people
for his onward journey to God.

4. The whole night Roma
people sit near the dead body
and maintain a night vigil. They
talk all good things in praise of
the deceased and sing a dirge

with his eldest son. They weep
loudly and bitterly to show that
they are in mourning and feel
the loss of the deceased. Indian
Hindus also do the same but in
their case the women weep
loudly and bitterly. In the past
they would sing dirge and only
women used to beat their
breasts but Hindu men will not
do any such thing, they will only
weep silently.

5. In the morning the Roma people like Hindus
see if the water in the tumbler is a little empty
or the plate of flour kept near by the deceased
has some finger or some other prints on it.
They feel that these signs show whether the
soul of the deceased has taken his last food
and water and has, thus, left for his last journey
to God.

6. In case of Roma in the morning wagon i.e.
‘vordon’ comes to take the dead body to the
cemetery for burial in the  grave yard. Whence
the dead body is put in the grave, little

splinter pieces of  wood are put into the grave
atop the deceased  person’s body and

thereafter, he is buried. The Indian Hindu
people also have corresponding customs of
death rites.The Hindus don’t bury their dead
but cremate their dead. They set the dead body
on a heap of woods and add bits and splinter
pieces of wood to it, thereafter, they alight
the pyre to finally cremate the deceased.  All
this is done so as per the old Hindu-custom.

7. The Roma of Romania also put wooden-
bits on the dead body like the Hindus of
India, then they burry their dead for  now
they have converted to Islam and Christianity
and they follow the customs of these religions
but have stuck on to their old and original rite
of putting wooden -bits on the deceased

Kalbelia dancer from Rajasthan (India)
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person. However, the Hindus in India still
continue with this age old practice of putting
wooden splinters on the dead body and then
setting it alight.

8.  After the burial of the dead, the Roma
people light a match stick over their head and
then don’t look back to the grave the Hindus
also do the same way but instead of burning
match-stick, they throw a wooden -splinter
over their head and don’t look back.

9.   Then the Roma people before going back
to their home, they do dusting of their clothes
by slaping their own hands on their dress.  The
Hindus of India also do the same, but instead
of dusting of their clothes, they take a bath or
wash their hands and faces and sprinkle  water
on their heads and then go back to their home.  

10. In the end I would say that Roma/Gypsies
in the  alien western  lands  converted to the
local religions, which, were alien to their
original-religion, whence they departed from
India. Even now  centuries later, away from
their original homeland the Gypsies
knowingly or unknowingly  have retained their
cultural-ties with centuries old Hindu customs
and traditions.

11.  Roma people give annually a big-feast in
honour of their dead called “Pomana” and the
Indian-Hindus also do the same way and call
this annual feast as “Sharadh”.

12.  There is no doubt that Roma  still have
their very old Indian Hindu-customs and
traditions and this is a big proof with us that
the fore-fathers of Roma were Hindus and
their mother country was  INDIA.

13.  The mother-tongue of Roma is called
Romani - Jib which is an  oral-language for the
communication purposes and it is from the
old  Indian “Prakrit-Group of languages”.
Now in India all the Prakrits have died and

there is only one living Prakrit in the whole
world and that is “Romani-Jib” which is now
spoken in far off alien -lands and where it is
gasping for its survival.

The actual-name of the Romani language
was “Ramni-Bhasha”, which later changed in
alien-lands from “Ramni-Bhasha” to “Romani-

jib” and then the word “Jibh” / language took
many  forms in many countries such as :
Jivah, Jibh, Jib, Chib, Chhib, Chip, Shib, Ship,

Kip…etc.
(Note: Tongue=Jivah [skt] <(Jibh <Jib <Chib

<Chhib <Chip <Shib <Ship <Kip” [rom]).  
I personally feel it is the duty of all the

Romani-Linguists of INDIA and alien -lands
to voluntarily come forward without looking
for any Award & Reward, Name & Fame, and
save this an old India’s only living Prakrit

language called “Romani-Jib” from its extinction,
with which all the Indo-Aryan group of
languages and Dialects of Indian-Sub-
Continent are directly or indirectly connected.
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Historical Background of Roma
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Roma or Gypsies are a unique minority in
Europe. They have no historical homeland
but live in all countries of Europe and central
Asia. The Roots of Roma in Europe have
long been a subject of mystery and
controversy. Historical records indicate that
they migrated in waves from northern India
into Europe between the ninth and fourteenth
centuries as a result of  alien’s attacks in areas
they inhabited. The name of this ethnic group
developed in the course of migrations, starting
with the Greek word 'atsinganos' meaning
'heretic sect' and later coming into the Latin
language as ‘angarus’, into German as
‘Zigeuner’ and Hungarian as ‘Cigany’. They
first appeared in Hungary in the Balkans. A
significant number migrated further to west
European countries. Since they were thought
to be Egyptian Pilgrims in some places, they
are still known by the term gypsy in these areas
today. According to estimates there are 12 to
15 million Roma people living around the
world. The European Gypsy Population
thought to amount to at least 10 million
people, includes communities of various sizes
in almost every state in Europe. Around 70

percent of the European Gypsy population
lives in Central and Eastern Europe and in
some countries in the region their share of the
overall population exceeds 5% percent. In
terms of  estimated figures for the number
of Gypsies resident in 38 European countries,
Hungary lies in the fourth place after Romania,
Bulgaria and Spain.

Rom's Diversity

A defining characteristic of Roma is their
diversity. Researches refer to a 'Kaleidosope'
and 'mosaic' of Roma groups with numerous
cross-cutting sub-groups, including family clans
and religion. Many Roma groups have little
or no contact with each other because of their
varied history in Asia and Europe.  Roma also
participate in many different religions. There
are Roma of different Christian
denominations, as well as Muslim Roma. In
Bulgaria, Roma have traditionally been Eastern
orthodox or Muslim, although in recent
decades many have begun to attend protestant
and Pentecostal churches.
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History and origin of  the Roma

The country of origin of the Roma was
a great mystery from the middle ages, when
they arrived in Europe to both the inhabitants
of the countries they arrived in, as well as to
historians. It is not possible to determine the
date of their arrival in Europe exactly because
they spread through Europe in individual
bands independent of  each other. The only
available references are the records that have
survived in the archives of  various cities and
town. These records are evidence only of their
“official” discovery and don't reveal the exact
date of their arrival, merely a chain of events
that made their way into the archives.

Linguistic evidence and the limited
documentation suggest that Roma came first
through Persia and the Caucasus, through the
Byzantine Empire into southern Europe,
although some Macedonian legend place Roma
in Europe at the time of Alexander the great in
fourth century B.C. The first detailed references
to Roma in central and Eastern, Europe are
found in Twelfth Century records from the
Dalmatian coast and Hungary.

The most well known and most widely
held opinion about the origin of the Roma
was that they originated in Egypt, from where
they came to Christian lands. This is evident in
the naming of Roma in many countries –
Gitanos, Gypsies, but in reality these names
seem to be derived from the name of the
little Egypt region in Peloponnesia or Asia
minor. In the Balkans the Roma were named
by a term originally given to a sect of
Macedonian monks.

In 1763 Hungarian theology student
named Stefan Vali met several Indians in
Leyden, Holland, where they were studying
medicine.Vali was intrigued by their similarly
to the Romas, who he knew well from his

home in Hungary. He continued beyond
these external similarities, writing down more
than a thousand Malabar words along with
their meaning, when he returned to Hungary
and discovered the meaning of the words,
among the Roma. He was surprised at the
similarity of  the two languages. From this
beginning a detailed study followed with the
aid of a whole range of experts, linguists,
historians, and ethnologists. The Indian origins
of the Roma of today established beyond a
shadow of a doubt.

Speculation about which level, or caste
of Indian society the Romas belonged went
on for many years among the linguists and
the historians. The majority of  experts came
to the hypothesis through their research that
the Roma belonged to the lowest caste. Indian
Society was strictly divided into a series of
castes the Brahmana, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya
and the Shudra. Membership in the lowest
caste would also explain why the Roma began
to leave India in the 8th century. It is possible
they were driven out by frequent droughts or
famines, or that they simply wanted to escape
from the strict indian caste system and look
for a new ‘market’ for their products and
services. Not only their language bears witness
to their Indian origin, there’s also the surprising
of a number of customs, a similar social
structure, the same technology of  metal
working etc. Due to the fact that languages
evolve according to certain laws, linguists were
able to determine very precisely the period
and their places of residence. Among the first
Philologists to establish this was Martin Block,
''The number of foreign loan words in
Romales corresponds to the length of stay in
various countries."

In the opinion of linguists and historians
the Roma's migration from India was
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Roma children also need eduction like others

dependent on geography, through
Mesopotamia to the near East to the Asian Parts
of  Turkey, where the greater part of  Roma
settled and resided for three centuries (from
the 12th to the 15th centuries). This period
helped them in their first orientation with a new
culture and facilitated their later advance to
Europe. In connection with the Mongol and
Turkish expansion, they continued through Asia
Minor and the Balkans, settled for a time in
Greece which explains the numerous Greek
words in Romales and then advanced up the
Danube valley to central Europe. A different
branch went through Armenia, the Caucasus,
later Russia and then Scandanavia by the 15th
Century. The Roma were dispersed all
throughout Europe, including England and
Scotland. There are also geographic and
historical groups such as Slovensko Roma from

Slovenia and sub groups based upon
occupational categories, including former
cauldron makers (Kalderashi) in  Bulgaria and
Romania, bear trainers (ursari) and basket
makers (Kosnicari) in Bulgaria between the
15th and 17th centuries. During the wars
fought against the Turkish conquerors, Gypsies
played a considerable role in Hungarian society.
Gypsy population forms the largest ethnic
minority in Hungary. Between 400.000 and
600.000  Roma are in fourth place after
Romania, Bulgaria and Spain.

Languages

Use of the Roma language still prevails
among some Roma communities and there
are numerous dialects. In Bulgaria half  of  the
Roma speak the Roma language at home. In
the Slovak Republic and Hungary much less
of  the population does so. However in both
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Bi-baxat - Destiny

countries language barrier have been found
to limit the school participation and
performance of  some children .

Culture

Given the striking diversity of Roma
communities, generalizing about the nature
and characteristics of Roma culture is
extremely difficult. The literature paints a
fragmented and some times contradictory
picture.  However, it is clear that aspects of
Roma social organization and values affect the
interactions of Roma and non-Roma, the
dynamics among Roma subgroups, and many
aspects of their welfare. Cultural factors can
influence the level of integration of
communities, participation in civil society and
political institutions, demand for public
services and household behaviour.

Thus ethnicity was to be fashioned and
remoulded by a multitude of influences,

internal and external, they would assimilate
innumerable elements which had nothing to
do with India and they would eventually cease
to be, in any meaningful way, Indians then
identity, this culture would, however
regardless of  all the transformation remain
sharply distinct from that of the gadze. The
distinction continues to influence Roma
integration, participation in civil society and
use of  public services. To varying degrees,
Roma communities have remained insular
and separate. While some Roma
Communities have integrated, more
traditional Roma communities and extended
families are close knit, providing both security
and protection from the outside world. The
socially heterogeneous nature of Roma
society also influences the level of integration
of various Roma Communities in political
participations and relations among different
Roma groups.
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Education Status

The education status of Roma has
historically been low across Europe. While,
significant gains were made in enrolling Roma
children in school during the socialist era, the
gap in the educational attainment of Roma and
the rest of the population was not bridged in
any of the countries for which data are available.
The evidence suggests that access has eroded
during the transition period and Roma children
of basic school age are increasingly not starting
or finishing school. These trends are consistent
with national developments in enrollments,
although data suggest that the decline in access
among Roma has been deeper than for the rest
of the population. Despites the achievements
in reducing literacy and increasing school
participation, the efforts undertaken during the
socialist era laid the foundation for inequities in
education equality, as many Roma were
channeled into separate or segregated school
outside the main stream system.

The Yale dataset also illustrate lower
educational attainment among Roma. Most
Roma have primary education or below. It is
not surprising that education levels vary notably
within countries between urban and rural areas
and across different types of Roma
communities. Discrimination against Roma by
non Roma parents, children and teachera
contributes to low attendance and can both
discourage children from attending school and
affect the Education in the classroom.

Conclusion

They are a people who are scattered
across the globe and whose origins have
always been shrouded in myth and mystery,
many saw them as dirty, thieving and
undesirable, others as artistic, romantic and
carefree, In France they are referred to as
Gitanis, in Spain they are called Gitanos, and

in Germany Zigeuner. Robert Kushen of  the
European Roma Rights centre in Hungary
explains that there are serious discriminations
against Gypsies in Europe ,  “They suffer from
forced evictions and have been targeted
recently in both France and Itly and it seems
that in some places like Romania and Balgaria,
the laws applying to free movement within
the European Union don’t quite apply to them
in the same way that apply to other people.

The UNO and other international
organization have now begun putting pressure
on the offending nations to rescind their
exclusionary policies and allow the Gypsies
equal rights. The Gypsies themselves have
formed some organisations such as World
Roma Organisation, International Roma
Union to advocate for change and represent
their interests.
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Draped in a silk sari with Sanskrit inscriptions
all over as a design pattern, high heels, I was
carefully placing every step with a grip on a
steep road in Milano, when the girl who was
my escort broke the silence with “you look
like a queen in sari”. Coming from a girl who
was beautiful and in the prime of life, began
our conversation. She said that her mother
was a Gypsy. With no whereabouts now, she
lived with her boyfriend, who was a painter.

The Gypsies, wherever they go set up their
tents and spread the paraphernalia from their
caravan and remain there for days, months or
for years, earning their bread, tending their flock,
living every day as if it was the only day they
had, till the next call which carried them to a
temporary abode elsewhere.

When I was a child, I lived with my
parents in Defence Colony. One day far under
the old neem tree came some people; the men
lit up some fire and begun melting metal, while
the women tended the children. Neighborhood
gathered with old brass utensils. The nomads
melted the brass utensils and poured the molten
metal into moulds. Moulds of  different deities,

mould of Jawaharlal Nehru, some animals and
birds. The mould’s turned their old utensils into
new and beautiful sculptures of deities for their
temple and show pieces for their drawing
room. It was interesting to watch them create
these objects, watch them speak. They were
friendly and cheerful and the homely ambiance
they created under the old neem tree was
interesting to watch. The neighborhood
gathered and spoke to them and they replied
with a smile and carried on their work. The
atmosphere in the small town turned full of
life. As a child, my curiosity to watch the women
and the children and the life they created under
the tree for about five days was entertainment
for me and also for others. As the utensils
coming from the houses stopped, they were
not there the next day. They were gone leaving
behind memories of hard work and life full
of love, fun and merriment. They were
gypsies, who wandered from place to place
for work and taught us the essence of life.

Today like these Gypsies we find the
Gaduliya Lohars wandering about making a
living by selling household or farming

Birds of Passage

- Prof. Nirmala Sharma
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implements. They travel in specially made
bullock carts known as Gaduliyas. Here I quote
an interesting incident. On April 6, 1955, our
then Prime-Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru waited
at the Chittorgarh fort in Rajasthan. He was
there to welcome the early members of
Gaduliya Lohars back into Chittorgarh. On
that day over four thousand Gaduliya Lohars
made a triumphant entry into the Chittorgarh
fort to fulfill a pledge which was taken by
their ancestors four hundred years ago. The
pledge was to place their foot in the Chittor
fort only after it was liberated. They were
driven out by Mughal forces led by Emperor
Akbar, in a bid to recapture Chittor.

In 1568, the Mughal forces defeated the
Rajput army and were about to enter Chittor.
The Rajput’s instead of  surrendering to the
Mughals worshipped the Sun god one last
time and made up their mind to fight unto

death. Maharana Pratap wished the Lohars
who made arms for the army to escape, so
that they can continue making arms to fight
the Mughals in the future. He convinced the
Lohars to escape through a secret passage in
the fortress. The Lohars on his advice escaped
through the secret passage. The Rajput’s never
fled from war but faced and defended unto
death. The Lohars were guilty for running
away and believed that the Goddess Kali
cursed them and condemned them to a
wandering life. On the Chittor fort even
today bears a tablet in the inscription written
in Hindi stating five decisions taken by the
Gaduliya Lohars: i) Not to return to
Chittorgarh Fort till it was freed; ii) Not to
live in permanently settled homes as they
believe, their goddess might kill them if they
settle down permanently after running away
from Chittor; iii) Not to light any kind of

A Rom blacksmith in Europe
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light at night; iv) Not to sleep on comfortable
beds and always travel with their beds upside
down. Jawaharlal Nehru ceremonially turned
the bed to say that the penance is over now;
v) Not to keep a rope for drawing water from
a well as it meant that a woman could not
draw water from a well of the village where
they undertook ironsmith’s job.

The Chittorgarh tablet further says that
the Gaduliya Lohars are living in their carts
and moving from place to place in search of
their living. They are ashamed that the weapons
they made for Maharana Pratap did not help
him win the battle and hence they decided to
stop making weapons. They made household
utensils and agricultural tools and went to
remote villages to avoid competing with
sedentary smiths. They moved in small groups,
each group following its own route. By this
way they could keep lasting contacts with the
villagers. They very well organized their
belongings in respective sections of the cart.

During my visit to Karakoram between
the western Himalayas and western branch of
Kunlun range, I found people looking very
similar to our countrymen, as well as their
expressions and habits. I soon noticed that their
language incorporated Sanskrit and English. As
musicians, trainers of horses and workers in
gold and silver, they moved from place to place.
It is interesting to find how they branched and
spread to various parts of the world. They are
the ones who have added music, dancing,
romance and colorful elements in our life.

Spread in Europe, America and Central
Asia, the wandering gypsies of  Europe and
America call themselves Romany who have
descended from the stock of  Punjab, Sind,
Saurashtra, Rajputana and Malwa. They have
wandered to almost every country in the world
for over thousand years. They are our

forgotten brothers and sisters. They have
Indian blood. They call themselves as ‘Rom’
or ‘manush’ (man) or ‘Zindo’-Hindu.

A.L. Basham, Conrad Ber Covice and
many others have done intense research on
them. The first exodus of Gypsies from India
happened at the time of  Alexander. Either they
were driven out or fell into his hands or joined
him willingly, others are of  the thought that
Mahmud of Gazni during his seventeen
invasions of India took several hundred
thousands of slaves from the Jat and Rajput
soldiers and civilians from Punjab, Gujarat, Sind
and Rajasthan. Since he took slaves from fairer
people of Central Asia, the less fair Indian
slaves were freed and migrated all the way to
Europe by a northern and southern route.

Shah-Nama (story of the kings) quotes
of Behram Guar an Iranian King who
requested King Shankhala of North India to
send twenty thousand musicians for a National
celebration.  Amazed by their performance,
the King requested them to stay back and settle
down. He gifted them land, oxen and grains.
As they were not farmers they ate the grains
and animals. The ruler was furious, he drove
them away. They left his country and migrated
to Europe via Egypt and Iraq.

Scientist at CSIR’s Cellular and Molecular
Biology (CCMB) conducted genetic studies of
more than 10,000 global samples to understand
a more precise ancestral source of the
European Romani population, commonly
called as gypsies. In December 2012, they
concluded that the early Romani’s migrated
from India to Europe around 1,405 years ago.
The study found that the aboriginal scheduled
caste and scheduled tribe population of north
western India traditionally referred to as Doma
and also Dalit’s are the most likely ancestral
population of modern European Roma. “In
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the absence of archaeological records and with
only scanty historical documentation of the
Roma, comparative linguistic studies were the
first to identify their Indian origin”. A
“phylogeographical” study conducted by them
indicates that the Romania’s migrated to Europe
by a northern route.

According to researchers, the Gypsies
began their trek around Gilgit in the
northernmost Hindu Kush, then along the
southern Caspian littoral, the southern flank of
the Caucasus, the southern shoreline of the Black
Sea, across the Bosporus, and subsequently
spreading across Europe since 13th century. The
presence of  Indian-specific Y-chromosome
among Roma has corroborated their South
Asian origins and later admixture with Near
Eastern and European populations. In human
population the Y chromosome is passed on
from Father to son, therefore all the males of
a family or a population evolved from a single
founder male will possess the same Y
chromosome. The study by matching the
haplogroups of the Roma and the Indian tribes,
found similarity and contiguity that led to the
conclusion that the Domas or Dalits are the
ancestral population.

British administrators disparaged them
as vagrants and criminals sowing prejudice
that survived colonial rule. I cannot resist
quoting Thomas Hardy’s novel “Tess of  the
d’Urbervilles” here. The novel’s protagonist Tess
is beautiful, loyal, young woman living with her
impoverished family in the village of Marlott.
Tess has a keen sense of  responsibility and is
committed to doing the best she can for her
family, although her inexperience and lack of
parenting leave her vulnerable.  Her father
discovers a link to the noble line of the
d’Urbervilles, and as a result, Tess is sent to
work at the d’Urbervilles mansion.

Unfortunately, her ideals cannot prevent her
from sliding further and further into misfortune
after she becomes pregnant by Alec
d’Urberville. The terrible irony is that Tess and
her family is not really related to this branch of
the d’Urbervilles at all. The story goes on, how
she and her family go through miseries and
troubles. The book describes the life of  the
Gypsies and how they suffer personally, yet
bring pleasure in the lives of  others.

Today the modernization does not
require iron-smiths or Lohars, hence you find
them in the old markets or in the suburbs of
the town with their men beating hot iron to
make tools or sitting with a display of iron
utensils and agriculture implements with
sparingly a buyer. Earlier when the Gaduliya
Lohars arrived, farmers would have all the
farm implements repaired and replaced at a
lower cost. Now a days Chinese implements
are flooding the market, and hence the
Gaduliya Lohars are far out of the scene and
with the city modernizing, there is no place
under the tree or anywhere to make a
temporary abode. Their children are learning
new techniques which have enabled them to
merge in new professions. NGO’s have taken
up to provide them roofs, which would
enable them to get welfare benefits and enroll
their children in schools.

***
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Roma sounds like people from Rome. This
word has no familiarity in India, the country
of their origin. The word is common in Europe
or other parts of the world. In India they are
called Gadulia Lohar or Labadi etc. depending
upon their original group. They are the nomadic
people, well known for travelling on their
bullock carts with their bag and baggage. One
can find them in any part of India migrating
from one place to other for their living. They
are mostly seen with blacksmith work, making
and sharpening knifes or other metal artefacts.
Of late, with less demand of their local products
due to modernisation, they are also seen with
scraped or discarded metal parts of
automobiles.  Most of  them have no land of
their own and would prefer to lead nomadic
life. They go through great hardships due to
uncongenial climates.

In India most people connect Roma
history with the state of Rajasthan and
especially with the Kingdom of “Maharana
Pratap”, of  “Sisodiya” dynasty, who ruled
“Chittor”. He fought against the Muslim rulers
to protect his kingdom. He is acknowledged
as one of the bravest of all Hindu Kings of
India who not only defended his kingdom

but also fought bravely the foreign invaders.
He is the only king titled “Maharana” in India,
which means the greatest of  all Kings. The
Roma’s in India were amongst the bravest
fighting clans called “Rajput” and were the
most loyal for the “Sisodia” dynasty. Chittor
is even today the place of inspiration for all
Indians. The fort of  Chittor has been
acknowledged as the largest fort of the world
and a world heritage site by UNESCO.
Legendary stories of King “Maharana
Pratap”, fighting Mughals, can even be heard
in folk lore’s and songs. The kingdom that was
established by king “Bappa Rawal” was most
democratically ruled and lasted longest in the
Indian history. The statue of  king “Maharana
Pratap” can be seen in almost every town in
India. The legendry history of Rani (Queen)
Padmani, the noble women and thousands of
loyal mates, immolated for dignity and honour
is unparalleled in the world history.

The Roma’s in “Sisodia” dynasty were
not only fighting solders but were equally
skilled in making armoury for the army. They
were the best metal workers to make swords,
lances and all kinds of weapons and artefacts
used by the army. The Indian swords made

www.romawindow.com
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by them were amongst the
best in the world and were
much in demand from
other rulers. Their skill in
metallurgy attracted many
and may have been the
reasons of migrations to
the other parts of the
world. But the most
prevalent historical
evidences of their migration
were after the defeat of
their King at Chittor. Being
loyal to their King and the
Kingdom they took vows
for dignity and decided to
return only after the fort of
Chittor was taken back
from the enemy. Those
who had faster means to
travel travelled fastest and
farthest and others perhaps
made homes on bullock
carts and looked for safe shelters. The vows
were the main reason that they travelled like
nomads and were then called Gypsy. The
territorial boundaries were no bindings then,
to travel far. Even today we can see them in
India along the road sides in villages, doing
metal work for their earning. Knowing the
historical background, they are not looked
down upon by the Indian society but at the
same time they also avoid mixing around
locally. They still celebrate festivals and
perform marriages as per their traditions.

My parental organisation works for the
tribes in India and we are aware of the fact
that the Roma’s have the ST “Scheduled
Tribes” status in many states in India and
therefore we run many welfare schemes for
them. The government has tried to settle them

down, to prosper and lead a happy and
dignified life. They are spread all over India.
We run schools and hostels for their children.
At Sitargang in Uttrakhand they are called
Tharu, settled along the Indo Nepal boarder
and the place is called “Bara Rana” and it
means a place of  twelve knights. They must
have come and settled here. Their living style
and traditions are that of  royal clans. On 15
Feb 2015, our organisation gathered Eighty
thousand (80,000) Tharu tribes at Sitargang.
This was a great event. We run many projects
for their welfare in Andhra Pradesh too. There
they are called Labari or Banjara etc.

My first interaction with European Roma
came when I met a British couple and the lady

Gaduliya Lohar(Roma) Garlanding

Maharana Pratap Statue at Chittor
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was Roma. We invited them to India and took
them to a village near Chittor, where around
hundred families of Roma are settled. The
villagers made very special traditional dresses
for them. People welcomed them and dressed
them up like a bride and a bridegroom and
took them to the village temple of God “Baba

Ramdev” and ceremonies were performed.
There was a big gathering in the village. There
were served traditional food. The lady then
confirmed with proud that her ancestors left
India five generations before. She was most
excited and happy to be amongst us.

Couple of years later a Spanish Roma
visited and was keen to know their roots. I
offered them to travel to Chittor with me and
he happily accepted. At Chittor while moving
up to the main fort we could show him a
board at the foothills on which the ten vows
taken by the Roma’s are written. We showed
him the temples of deities worshiped by

Roma’s and offerings are made to them. The
palaces, historical monuments, the place where
the noble women immolated themselves for
dignity attracted him the most. We also
narrated him the stories of bravery of their
King “Maharana Pratap”. In the evening we
were welcomed by the Roma villagers. He
spoke to them in the local dialect which is still
prevalent in Spain. He spoke words like Aak
(Eyes), Kaan (Ears) , Naak (Nose), Chora
(Boy), Chori (Girl), Tato Hai (it is hot) etc.
and were understood by us all. We, at home
use the same words like, “Pani Tato Hai”,
which means “water is hot”. The most
important of all was when Vicente mentioned
that they always prayed to the goddess “Aae
Lacha Matta” in Spain. This came as a surprise
to most of  us. The village elder confirmed
that their Kul Devi (Goddess of Roma) is
“Aae Lacha Matta”. The village elder was also
surprised to know that a person from Spain

Spanish Roma Vicente at Roma Village Ochhari, South of Chittor
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was asking about their goddess, whereas
Roma’s in India have almost forgotten this
goddess. The elder said that this goddess is our
“Kul Devi” and there is a very ancient temple
of this goddess on top of the Chittor fort.
The elder also mentioned that this temple existed
even before the Fort was constructed and we
had always been worshipping this goddess.
Roma’s in India come from far flung places to
worship this goddess but they have forgotten
the ancient temple location. This created lots
of curiosity in me to know more on goddess
“Aae Lacha Matta”, the goddess of  Roma.

Having known the Elders in the Roma
village, they invited me as chief guest during
their annual gathering of  Indian Roma’s on 6th
Apr 2015. After the colourful social evening,
big rally was organised next day on vehicles.
First of all, they took us to the statue of
Maharana Pratap located at a main city circle in
the town and the leaders garlanded the statue
and then proceeded to the Chittor fort and
offering were made to all deities. At the foot
hill was the board which mentions the ten vows
taken by the Roma’s. At Rana Kumbah Mahal

(Palace), there is a big
court yard. This was the
main historic place for
them. Firstly they
showed us an Iron
piece which was more
like an anvil. They
offered prayers here.
The leader narrated the
stories of  these places.
He said that this Iron
peace is also our
goddess. We call it
goddess “Aaeran
Matta”. The word Iron

      has been derived from
the name of  this goddess. He further explained
that this is like an anvil and used to shape the
metal pieces like swords etc. and this Iron piece
does not rust. They worship everything that was
used by their ancestors. Next was a small stone
embedded on a small platform and is also
worshipped. It was used for sharpening the
weapons. In the same location was a big
platform and they performed ceremonies and
was the place to hold “Panchayat”.  We then
moved to the famous temple of  “Aae Lacha
Matta”. Most of the Roma youth had not seen
it before. There is a dry pond in front of the
famous goddess Kali temple and there lies the
temple of  “Aae Lacha Matta”, but in ruins. The
temple stands and speaks of the glories past
of  the Roma’s. This was a new discovery for
us all.

The abstract from the comments by
Spanish Roma Vicente are encouraging: (We
use the term "Lache" for it in Spain, we
divide between people with "Lache" and
people without it, is one of the strongest parts
of  our identity, one cannot be part of  our
people without "Lache", if you don´t follow

Roma Woman seen at Babba festival in Romania
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the rules of "Lache" you can´t be considered
part of our people anymore, this rules are
based on purity, honor and kindness, but the
strongest rule of "Lache" is respect for our
ancestors and our elders. For Spanish Roma,
the word Roma itself is not in a great use,
we mainly use the word Kalo for man and
Kali for woman, when we ask each other
we usually ask: sinelas Kalo? if the answer is
yes,  or ha, we understand that the other is
one of  us. There is many Roma tribes, so the
Spanish one is the Kale tribe, we called
ourselves the black tribe of the Roma, and
in the past we worshiped very strongly the
Goddess Kali too, we mixed with the
Christianity  and called Sara Kali http://
kopachi.com/articles/the-romani-goddess-
kali-sara-ronald-lee/  .Today many of  these
traditions are unfortunately lost, few of my
people in Spain remember about Kali, but
they still remember of "Aae Lacha Matta"
as "Lache". The Anvil is still sacred for us,
we remember it through our traditional
music, our ancestors were singing I came
from the anvil I´m a blacksmith, and that is
still one of the strongest traditional Roma
occupations, and is not just a job, but is very
deep and spiritual for us.)

I understood the discrimination and
atrocities faced by the Roma’s in Europe. I
was made to understand that they were
forcibly grounded in Europe after a ban on
use of bullocks by them. They were also
barred from metal work and therefore crisis
were created. They were landless and were
left with no means to earn for living. The
people, who loved to live with dignity, were
forced to adopt unfair means for survival.
They were in a drone trap. They live in groups
in isolated areas and fighting for survival. A
message of hatred for them is in rise due to

bad publicity. People do not want to socialise
with them and always look down upon them.
Many European countries do not allow them
to even enter, where as they are the legal
residents and citizens of European Union.
While travelling through Transylvania we saw
many Roma women begging. They live in
pathetic state. We also met Roma youth in
Budapest and also attended a meeting
organised by the H.E. the Indian Ambassador
at Budapest, to understand the situation of
Roma’s in Europe. There are political parties
in European Union whose political stand on
Roma’s deciding their fate.

It is evident from the above facts that
their roots lies mainly in Rajasthan. Their
spoken dialect is similar to Rajasthan and the
temple of  their goddess “Aae Lacha Matta”,
still stands high at top of the famous fort of
Chittorgarh and the goddess is worshipped
by the Roma’s of  Spain too. The word Iran
has been derived from the name of Roma
goddess “Aaeran Matta”.

Roma’s have made great sacrifice for
their King and Kingdom and were the most
loyal soldiers. All Indians are very proud of
them and are concerned of their state in other
countries, especially in European Union. It is
time that we restore back their pride and
honour, for the sacrifices they made for India.
Let us all extend a helping hand to them to
lead a dignified life and for the brighter future
of their children. ***
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“Although I was born in Bulgaria but I have
always felt strongly that my soul must have taken
its birth in India. India is the land of my
forefathers. I have always been thirsting for the
smell of  its earth from many years. It seems as
if I have come home after a tiring long journey
of hundreds of  years.....” These were the words
of Lilyana Kovacheva, a Romani scholar and
poetess from Bulgaria, as her spontaneous
reaction when I first met her in 2000 when she
visited my home in Chandigarh.  She told me
that Roma in Europe are also known by the
name of Gypsies, the name given by English
people.. When one Rom meets another Rom
he introduces himself as “Romano chava”

History is witness to it that these Roma
people true to the saying, “We have no home;
the whole world is our home”, were once
residents of  north Indian states. About one
thousand years back these people fanned out
to many parts of Europe through Central Asia
under different circumstances.

It was only when a Hungarian priest
discovered through some Indian students who
visited him for religious study in Europe that

the origin of the Roma people got known.
He heard Indian people using the word ‘Paani’
for water and a few more similar words and
was wonderstruck that these were the words
that Roma-Gypsies used in Europe. Linguists
and social anthropologists began their research
from this moot point. The great scholars came
to the conclusion that the wandering Roma
of Europe were once the residents of areas
of  the north India mainly Punjab, Haryana &
Rajasthan. Their language even nowadays, has
many words similar to Punjabi & Rajasthani
words for the same objects or expression.
Although most Roma are now well-read and
are manning important positions in countries
of their residence but still many Roma are
not well-educated and are engaged in
traditional work of a blacksmith, a carpenter,
a earthen pot-makers etc. Many of them are
engaged in entertaining the people through
dance, singing and other performing arts.

Although Roma call themselves as the
Romane Chave (Children of Rama), they know
nothing about Raam, the son of king Dasrath.
“For us Raam is the name of  God. We do

Raam, Rom and Roma

- Dev Bhardwaj
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not know anything  about the epic of Raam
(Ramayana)” they tell.

But the great Roma scholar, Dr. Vania
de Gila-Kochanowski of France, who had
traveled many times to India and had done
two doctoral thesis on the linguistics
relationship between Romani, Hindi,
Rajasthani and Punjabi languages was not only
quite well aware of the epic of Ramayana,
but has come with startling discovery. When
in the summer of 1998, I had the occasion to
spend some days in his residence at
Congervilla about 100 miles from Paris, he
astonished me with his altogether strange but
still convincing theory.

“From some time back I have been
studying some rare Persian manuscripts and
books. I have come to the conclusion that the
events of Mahabharata occurred prior of
Ramayana. Yavans (not Ravan) had come to
India from Greece to kidnap Sita, wife of
King Raam. At that time the descendants of
Pandavs (of  Mahabharat) were residing in Italy.
So, our Raam - the king- thought, he could
safely seek help from his clan brothers residing
in Italy. He sought advice of  his brothers of
Pandav Vansh how to mount an attack on Yavans

to free Sita from his lock-up in Greece. So he
succeeded. Accordingly while staying in Italy
Raam and Sita were blessed with two sons.

When success met them later on in their
life, the sons of Raam founded the city Rome
in Italy in the name and fame of their father-
Raam. This city of Rome is now the capital of
Italy. These two children of  Raam in turn gave
birth to other children and so on. Thus the
Raam-family spread far and wide in Europe.”

“Very well! Very well!!” I could not help
utter these words on hearing this story of  Dr.
Vania, which is the story of  Raam- who was
the king of India about more than five

thousands years ago.  Is it not totally a false
story? Is is not a made-up story? Whatever it
is... this seems to be quite near the truth. Now
the matter rests with linguistics and social
scientists to unlock this mystery.

These children of Raam speak Romani.
In the process of time the Romani language
has grown into a separate full fledged language
but still it retains intact hundreds of Punjabi
words such as Akh (Eye), Nakk (Nose), Kann

(Ear), Dand (Teeth), Ratt (Blood), Baal (Hair)
and Ikk (One), Panj (Five)......etc. etc.

Lilyana Kovacheva (Romani poet from
Bulgaria) gave me some of her Romani poems
rendered into English by herself. I translated
them into Punjabi and then compared them
with their original text in Romani. I found that
there is too much kinship between them. One
of  Lilyana’s poem is being given below with
its Punjabi and Romani versions:

Lilyana’s poem in English Version

YOU

I lost my peace
Since I met you
I can neither eat,
Or sleep
Day in day out,
I dream of you
I blossom into another person.

My eyes are finding you
My lips are alive with your name
My heart is aflutter
When I behold you
What have you done to me?

You are a piece of  my heart
The seeds of whatever
I grow within me
Come from the ground
Touched by your feet
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I do not know how to
Manage my feelings
You have changed
The colour of my being
In everything around me
There is a touch of your
Elusive presence

You have weathered
The feet of my journey
Now life looks like a garden walk
From my childhood
To your youth.

Romani version by Lilyana Kovacheva

TU

Sar me tut resliom
Me nasiom sajekhto
Me nashti te hav khancik
Nito ashti te  sovav
Erat o divas to sian me gogiate
Akhana me achiliom aver manuish

Mere akha roden tut
Mire voshta izran tiro anav
Miro ilo tak tak kere
Kana me dolav tut
So tu kerdam mange

Tu sian kotur mire ilestar
O giv savo tu echivgian
Mande bariol katar i phuv
Sosi doprime tire pirendar

Me na zanav sar te
Kabulinav miro gudipe
Tu iringian mire sunengiri boja
Tu avilian krujal mande
Tu sian othethe

Tu mire dromeseke
Tikno dromoro kirgian
Akana o Zivdipe achilosar
Phiraijbe maskar o lulugia

Savo ahtargias katar miro
Chavorikanipe

Punjabi version by Dev Bhardwaj

TOON

Jadon da toon mainu miliya
Main apni sudh kho baithee han
Main na kujh khaa sakdi haan
Te na soun sakdi han
Raat din toon mere khialan vich rehnda ein
Main hor do kujh hor ho gai haan.

Merian akhaan teno labhdian ne
Mere honth tere naan naal jinda ne
Mera dil dhak dhak karda e
Jadon main tenu chhonhdi han,
Toon menu ki kar dita ee

Toon mere hi dil da ikk tukra ein
Mere andar jihre vi beej ugde ne
Oh us mitti ‘chon ne
Jis noo tere pairan di chhoh hasal e

Main nahin jandi
Main apne te kiven kabu pavan
Toon mere supniyan de rang
Hi badal ditte ne
Mere aas paas di har cheez
Vich toon sama giya ein.

Toon mere safar lai
Rah banaya e
Hun jindgi ikk sairgah ban gai e
Jo mere bachpan ton shuroo hundi e
Te teri jwani tak jandi e.

***
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Motherland! You are the wing which
supports my life’s fly, for waiting of  my future.
You are my Tamerlane who had trembled the
world and you are my world-wide Babur.
You’re my Sun which shines my soul, as shines
all over the universe, my pride which is higher
mountains. You exist also my Uzbek people
exist, you exist and I also exist.

Why do people love their native country?
The feeling of loving motherland is not only
for a human however it is also for all alive
existences. As wild animals flutter to their
dwelling, birds flutter to their nest, as fish
cannot live without water, people flutter to
their home, family which considered the root
of  the country.

While talking about the homeland
without hesitation and with a great proud I
can say that we’re generation of  those
forefathers who were great people. If we say
these words with a fervor, we must try
grandparents and also to our parents.

My father always says: “Daughter, every
person must love and respect their native
country and if it necessary one must be ready
to give their life for peace of  the country. If
some kind of malicious black enemies attack
to our land we must be ready for its protection.
It is our duty before our mother country.” As
our president said in his speech: “Loving
Motherland is sacred as a sacred place”.

Everyday when I get up in the morning,
I always remain calm and I’m never afraid of
being attacked by anyone because our
government pays a great attention to our safety.

Thanks to God we are living, studying,
creating, working and taking pleasure in a
peaceful, abundant plentiful country.
Nowadays, my country is prosperous, quite,
independent land which has already developed
its way of  achievements. Today also creative
works are summiting. You can see these kinds
of changes in our ancient and beautiful Karshi.
Sky-scrapers, the new exemplary buildings,
grass landing places, widened streets give
attractiveness to our city. There are also old
sightseeing places in Karshi. These are the
mosques of “Khujai Jarroh” and “Odina”,
the museum “AbduLazizkhan”,
“Kashkadarya” river, “Sardoba” - Pond. After
Independence these kinds of ancient places
were rebuilt. Therefore such kinds of wide
affairs and chances one can see in every cities,
towns and far away villages of  our country.

But there are also such kinds of people
who neglected these possibilities and go to
foreign lands and base themselves. Without
deeply thinking of their motherland they are
just leaving it for earning money.

Whereas, there are numerous possibilities
for everyone, who wants to get knowledge
to do business and also to people who earn

Why do I Love my Motherland ?

- Mekhribon ISMATOVA (Uzbekistan)

Motherland- what an emotional word it is! This word gives
everyone some kind of pride. The meaning of this word is so
wide, that one cannot describe it at once. What is motherland?
How can we explain this word? My point of  view, motherland is
my home where I’m living, my prosperous community, my
equipped city with modern conveniences and at last my free and
flourishing land- Uzbekistan.
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money by theirs labor. For example: to people
who want to get knowledge there are a lot
of opportunities given by our president I. A.
Karimov.  For encouraging talented girls there
is established award under the name of
Zulfiya. For intelligent students Alisher Navoi,
Beruniy and President scholarships founded.

In order to study in a very high level there
are plenty of chances for the youth. Our youth
can study in foreign countries also.  Youth can
search and study according to their interests
and choices. Using these chances I’m also trying
to achieve my goals.

Sometimes when I watch TV, I see people
who are not respecting their parents or old
people in other countries. I’m sorry for them,
because it’s unusual for me. In our country
respecting old people is a national tradition.
After Independence care for our national
traditions are widened.  A lot of opportunities
are also given to old people. For example:
“Veneration of  old people”. On holidays they
are visited by relatives, community, government
officials  and also by teenagers too. In our
country old people are always in great respect.
For that I love my motherland!

***

Two poems by Bindu Balan (Pondicherry)

THUNDEROUS SILENCE

OF MY HEART

The violence of your silence
Slashes a crimson path, down my pale heart
Sweeping away all stirrings
Into a heap of  shattered splinters.
I lay them at your feet
That tramples the last whispers
of your thought
Scar them not further
For each shattered splinter
bears your name so dear.

Out of the thunderous silence of my heart
Flows unending whispers of broken thought
Hitherto unknown, in a life given to gaiety
Your harsh slaughter of  an innocent heart
At the altar of twisted pride
Rends asunder a virgin love
That loved a heart so stalagmite.

DREAM CHILDREN

You bequeathed me children dear
Whose baby breath tickled my chin
Little fingers sweet,
Grabbed my locks so fast
Tugging at heart strings near.
Feet so fair, untouched, anew
Kicked the air in gusty sweep
A  fragrance full of baby sweet,
Breathed you into me
You who bequeathed my dream children dear.

<sherry.bindu@gmail.com>
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A SPURN TOSSES AROUND

A spurn tosses around
The intrepid feet.
The Gypsy boys have learnt
The art of  survival.

In the seems of filth
And the debris
Are scattered the Dinars,
The grains of life
And the foul of  the city.

A rose beholds the youth
And the doleful heart,
Flickering over
The deadened senses
Of the decrepit people..

Singeing over the clenched fist
Distorting the supple hands
And the wrangled lines of fate.*

THE ROMA MARTYRS

In 1995 at Oberwart
In South-West of  Vienna
Cool they stood
For the honour and dignity
Of the glories shrouded
And the crest of  the  community.

The Gothic-styled Tombstone
That stood ahead
They stared for a while,
And undid the letters
Charcoaled on it
“Gypsies go back to India”.

The pipe-bomb concealed behind
Blasts into their face,
And a cruel Nazi mind
Brings the four to the ground
And to humanity disgrace.

And Lo!
The font of justice dry
As media and police dub it a suicide
For Romas another dismal page
In the history of   gloom and cry. *

Dr. Harish K. Thakur is Chairman, Department of  Political Science, H.P.
University,  Shimla, 171005. Author of  over 11 books Dr. Thakur is a renowned
bilingual poet writing in English and Hindi. Currently he is President of Shimla
Literary Society and Editor of  a literary journal in English Conifers Call:
Shimla Journal of  Poetry and Criticism). <harish_070@yahoo.co.in>

Two poems by Harish K. Thakur
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THIS YEAR

This is the occasion
of my birth day
which I observed along this year.
I burnt the tips of my fingers
while burning the candle
and I nearly killed myself
with the knife that I used
for cutting the cake.

I was not aware of  the spring.
No flowers of any kind bloomed
in our yard
nor any birds visited,
our domestic pigeons too
did not hatch out new chicks.

We got torrents of  rainfall this year,
the remaining wishes and the dreams unfulfilled
all died in the battering blows of the
rain and the hailstone.

I unlocked to see myself
After years of confinement
to see how much stuffy I have become
stifled and rotten in the process
torn apart with its dead end reached.
and now
I am looking at those candles,
the burnt fingers, the cake and the knife today,
reminiscent of my birthday

of which I am afraid a little.
Really, a frightening moment.
·
SITUATION AS IT IS

As a matter of  fact, the fishermen
like floods and deluges.
But the fishes, poor as they are,
don’t even recognize the fishermen.

No noise for a second, please!
The noises are trying to separate
from the noises.

Crying is strictly forbidden,
Not a single drop of tear is to be shed.
Laughter is strictly forbidden,
see, there is no trace of  smile on the lips.
The eyes have been covered
and a ban has been imposed
On dreams.
If the eyes are covered, is vision essentially
disrupted too?
Does prohibition of tears
mean she is not crying at all?

The swimming fishes
don’t have any idea about the river banks.
The fishermen know the fishes
The fishes don’t know the fishermen.
Water is essential for the fishes,
but for the water, fishes are not necessary.*

Birbhadra Karkidholi is one of the bright stars of the Himalayan state of
Sikkim. He is a poet and story writer par excellence and an extraordinaire
littérateur. He has to his credit several books of poetry and short-stories. He
is editor of Prakriya, a literary magazine in Nepali. He lives in Gangtok
(Sikkim) - India. <birbhadra64@yahoo.com>

Two poems by Birbhadra Karkidholi
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Abdus Samad (West Bengal-India)

TO LOVE A DOVE

To love
A dove
Is always
In all ways
To keep Pace
With Peace

Or to keep space
of the piece
of only peace
and peace

In and around
The whole world
of a day
of to-day
or of the days
of  all days.

PEACE

Peace is peace,
As at is
Needed always

In all ways
of  rays.

And the same
Even in the name

Of a game
Can be won
Or can be worn
On the land
Of garland
But can’t be torn
Ever into pieces
Of dirty dishes
To keep pace with the days
Of  all decays. ***

[Ph. 9434432245]

Sreedharan P. L.  (Kerala-India)

GLASS WITH CARE.!

Life is a glass
through which
one can see inside and outside
clarity of thoughts
classification of
actions
preference in programmes
appreciation on attainments
credit of obtaining credentials
being cream of
social life
without unnecessary
sound and fury
as the glass is see through..
help for
seeing self and the other
since scenery would not be static
lens should essentially be adjusted and we can
see
small becomes large
large, smaller
AND
without the lens
one will not be able to understand
the
figure, in motion
and  in still....
***

<sreeparokode@gmail.com>
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RAINDROPS...

Autumn...
Behind the windows,
Whispers the raindrops.
They are tears of the clouds,
Are lashing the ground.
Tiny-tiny raindrops,
Everybody is sick of you.
They appear as hunters,
That steal my joys.
It showers again and again,
It showers everywhere.
They are scattering drops,
Which stroke of  my hair.
O, helpless raindrops,
Pieces of the rain.
It shines in the sky,
To turn out of  the drops.
Autumn... 
On (or in) the behind window
Whispering-whispering drops
When I look at you
The heart burns, the soul is milled
Whispering-whispering drops
Which are lashing my heart!
***

THE SHIP OF DREAMS!

The ship of dreams, take me!
Want to avoid so far away from the destiny,
I’m asking you from the breeze of years,
Want to be in the bottom of  you forever!
The ship of dreams, take me!

Take me, want to be sink in the blue latitude
Wish the mistakes never overtake us,
So far away me and you lonely,
Let’s see be on cloud  together,
Take me, want to be sink in the blue latitude,

There is no suspicion in my soul,
and no unfulfilled wish at you,
Unfulfilled wish is strange for you,
Because of dreaming you
there is no cure in soul,
I imagine you hundred times in a second,
There is no suspicion in my soul, and no
unfulfilled wish at you!

The sun is leader to us in a day,
At night, the stars and the moon light our ways,
Being soul mate in the blue sky,
And blue seas give help us,
The sun and star are leaders to us!

The ship of dreams, take me,
Take me, want to live at you forever,
And forget the past and everyone and
everything,
In the other world, me, you and creative
works!
The ship of dreams, take me!
***

Two Poems by Dilafruz Istamova

Dilafruz Istamova was born on 28th November, in 1999 in Bukhara
region of Uzbekistan. Now she is studying at Shofirkon educational college.
Her "Qalbim sadosi" ('Resonance of  my soul'), "Yoshlik sururi" ('Youth
flock'), "Baxtli bolalik' ('A happy childhood') were published. She has been
awarded "Sahetya Shree" prize by of IICA, India. Her poems included to
the 'XXI Century World Literature" book
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THE CHANGE

I am a time
can change everything
some important contents of life
Become useless someday.
Time can affect the meaning of
Every relationship.
Sometimes autumn …
Sometimes springs…
I am time can change everything.

CRAZY CLOUD

Thirst of sea
about to satisfied.
The rising storm of
unfulfilled desires and
Waves of  discontents feelings
going calm.
looks at this romantic weather
Drizzling and cold wind
Come to me at long drive.
Let me live in dreamland.
I want to fly
As cloud without destination,
Aimless ....effortless
Like a sweet dream.
As a mindful, senseless dark cloud
aimlessly sailing on the swaying air of
Himalya's mountains.

The clouds is a sky angel
of  colourfull dreams.
Snow birds soaring the sky
and welcoming to angel.
goddess of snow chanting the divine mantra.
O musician !
Blow the tone of words
soaked in love of nature.

THE TRANCE

Harmonious feelings
Of heavenly love
Make me walk
On the miraculous path of
Aromatic alluring dreams

Fatter less love of boundless soul

Enjoying vibrant richness of emotions
Unfolding the abundance of thee love
Nature getting trance
by thee magical ageless presence

Those moments i have spent
Were possessed by lifeless bondage
Now i start breath again
As flower  delightfully response to
Slow wind in lukewarm sunlight

<poetaulakh@gmail.com>

***
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Reviews
REVIEWS

Reviews

Reviews

The book is rightly divided into six
chapters with the first chapter titled as
Introduction that introduces the general
objective of the critical work which is a
modest attempt to identify the subject of
anger in the poetry of post-1947 Indian
English poets from Nissim Ezekiel onwards.
His main objective is to make a detailed study
of anger in three select poets, namely
R.K.Singh, I.K.Sharma and P.Raja.

Chapter II, titled Survey of  Anger in
Contemporary IEP devotes 62 pages in a
general study of the aspect of anger in the
poetry of most of the contemporary poets
in Indian English beginning with Nissim
Ezekiel, P.Lal, Shiv K. Kumar and
A.K.Ramanujam and ending with women
poets Kamala Das, Eunice de Souza,
Margaret Chatterjee, Chetna Vaishnavi and
others. He starts with Nissim Ezekiel’s ATime

to Change (1952) where Ezekiel expresses his
anger at the appalling poverty of the people
in the dehumanized metropolis:

Barbaric city sick with slums
Deprived of seasons, blessed with rains,
Its hawkers, beggars, iron-lunged,
Processions led by frantic drums,
A million purgatorial lanes,
child-like masses, many tongued
Whose wages are in words and crumbs.

The critical book Anger in Contemporary

Indian English Poetry’ is a scholarly work by a
remarkable poet and critic Dr. Vijay Vishal
who has a total picture of Indian poetry in
English from its beginnings to the
contemporary period including the recent
trends and development. With firm command
on English poetry and criticism he is
competent to undertake the arduous task of
critical work and has remarkably dealt with
the challenging topic which forms the title of
this book. In fact, he has explored a relatively
less attempted field of contemporary Indian
English poetry i.e. the theme of  anger. In the
Preface to the book he tries to explain the
contextual meaning of the seminal term ‘anger’
which has been conceptualized as a running
stream or force that marches till the close of
the book: “Far from being subjective, a poet’s
anger is righteous in nature and corrective in
purpose.”

ANGER IN CONTEMPORARY

INDIAN ENGLISH POETRY 
by Dr. Vijay Vishal

Vivek Publishing House, Dhamani Market
Chaura Rasta, Jaipur (Rajasthan) - India

Year 2014, Pages 328, Price Rs.800
Reviewed by : Prof. T.V.Reddy
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(‘A Morning Walk’) 
Though the bulk of  the poetry of  P.Lal

who had promoted the cause of poetry deals
with love and Nature and man. Some of his
poems present his anger at the poverty, disease
and apathy of the people and this
dehumanization is the focus of the poem
‘Calcutta’: ‘Pray for them Mother/Pray they
walk straight…/ In the valley of our sorrow/
In the city of  Calcutta.’

Shiv K.Kumar’s anger, as Dr. Vijay Vishal
says, “melts into its numerous variables while
probing the realities of everyday existence”
(p.41). and He cites the poem ‘Epitaph on an
Indian Politician’ which “is a daring portrait
of a corrupt politician who combines
hypocrisy, falsehood, immorality, double speak
and deceit”: ‘Vasectomized of  all genital urges
for love and beauty/ He often crossed
floors,/As his wife leaped across beds.’ Then
he comes to A .K.Ramanujan’s familiar poem
‘A River’ which “shows his agonized concern
for the affected poor men, women and even
animals” (p.46). Jayanta Mahapatra is pained
at the general poverty and his poem ‘Hunger’
presents the grinding poverty of a poor
fisherman father who tries to hook a customer
for his daughter who is just fifteen:

‘I heard him say:/ my daughter, she’s just
turned fifteen/ Feel her, I ‘ll be back soon,
your bus leaves at nine…/she opened her
wormy legs wide./ I felt the hunger ere/ The
other one, the fish slithering, turning inside.’
Then he talks about the element of anger in
the poems of  R.Parthasarathy, Gieve Patel
Pritish Nandy, Keshav Malik, Adil Jussawala,
Arun Kolatkar and Keki.N.Daruwalla, Later
he comes to the contemporary poets such as
O.P.Bhatnagar, I.H.Rizvi, Syed Amanuddin,
Syed Ammeruddin, R.R.Menon, P.C.K.Prem,
D.C.Chambial, Baldev Mirza, Vijay Vishal,

Hazara Singh, Krishna Srinivas,
K.V.Venkataramana, K.B.Rai, D.H.Kabadi
P.K.Joy, Pronab Kumar Mazumdar,
T.V.Reddy, H.S.Bhatia and others.
D.C.Chambial, he says, “is another distinct
name who raises an anger-laden voice against
hypocrisy, poverty, exploitation, injustice and
selfishness and it is proved in poems such as
‘Man is Lost’ (Gyrating Hawks & Sinking Roads):
‘The perfidious new lords/ Find it their sacred
duty to suck/Like vampires each drop of her
blood’ (p.73). Now let us see the pattern of
anger in the poetry of the present writer,
Dr.Vishal, a poet of  repute and see how he
describes the present day politician in the poem
‘Portrait of  a Politician’ :(book Speechless

Messages, p.52): ‘A snake/Who stings and bites
/Those/ Who manages milk for it.’      

Then the writer comes to T.V.Reddy
whose poetry is expressive of his righteous
indignation  and he aims his satire at the social
evils such as hypocrisy and corruption. His
poem ‘Swamiji’ is shown as an example where
he portrays a hypocritical Swamiji enjoying
enormous respect in the society (p.85):

They all praised his spiritualism and
simplicity

For he ate only apples, cashew nuts and
dried grapes,

Drank pure milk and juice brought by
fair sex

His Holiness left, leaving his fragrance
behind. (When Grief  Rains)

He then turns to H.S.Bhatia and says he
“is a poet of  social reality” (p.85) and quotes
as an instance the lines of a poem ‘Girl Child
from The Necklace Wild revealing his anger at
the animal sacrifice: ‘A pitiable goat/at the
altar/to be butchered/amidst much merry-
making/ and rejoicing.’

Now the writer turns to women poets
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and starts with Kamala Das who expresses
her frustration in love, “feels cheated in the
game of love. Frustrated, she turns an adultress
in search of self-fulfilment in sex. She
experienced with many” (p.88-89):

Then lost count, for always in my arms
was a substitute for a substitute
Oh, what is the use, explaining
it was a nameless, faceless crowd.    

(The Descendants, p.17)
Thereafter, Dr.Vishal, discusses the

theme of anger as seen in the lines of Mamta
Kalia, Eunice DeSowza, Anna Sujatha,Gauri
Pant, Margaret Chatterjee, Vimala Rao and
others.

Chapter III is exclusively on Dr.
R.K.Singh, a well-known contemporary poet,
critic, reviewer and editor. Singh expresses, “A
good poem makes me smile or feel happy. It
must not be long – the shorter the better –
and have a pattern, rhythm and meaning.” To
him poetry is “Self-awareness and a means
of  inner liberation. … To me it is also a means
to defy the disgusting socio-political world
outside”(p.102). He further explains: “Sex is
something positive in the structure and texture
of my poetry….. I doubt a serious analysis
of my poems will ever prove that I am
obscene…” (p.103).More often his poems are
untitled and they are simply numbered. The
poem with number 66 beginning with the line
“Ganges condescended / to flow down
from Shiva’s matted hair / with white laughter
/ from Himalayas to Kashi / it failed to
quench / the earthly thirst / or cleanse the
human heart / their sinful mind / the goddess
couldn’t change…” (p.119) is a clear instance
of  the poet’s social concern and his concern
for the suffering humanity. His anger at the
atrocities such as raping is painted here in no.15:
‘a crow / pricking sperms from his mouth /

to feed anger/of an unwed mother / gang
raped in the temple / dumb deity couldn’t
father / the broken lives’(p.127).

The writer says, “ ‘Anger’ crystalises into
anguish when Singh spells out utter
helplessness and hopelessness when he
sketches dirty and shabby surroundings in
terms of  poor dwelling places and pot-holed
roads” (p.173): “Widening cracks, leaking
roofs / choked drains in the courtyard /
waterlogging and myriad / such small things
make rains a pain / there is no romance in
rainbow…’ (‘Revelations’, New and Selected
Poems Tanka and Haiku, p.22).   

Chapter IV is wholly devoted to the
study of  anger in I.K.Sharma’s poetry. It is
no exaggeration to say that I.K.Sharma,
judged by any standard, is an eminent poet
of the modern period. Indeed in the words
of  Dr. T.V.Reddy “The emergence of
I.K.Sharma as a poet marks the emergence
of real poetry as opposed to the shallow
prosaic lines and vast output as statements
liberally produced by supposedly established
poets from their workshops (p.184)”.
I.K.Sharma’s poem ‘Gandhi at Cross-roads’
is an impressive example of the nature of
satire employed by the poet who succeeds in
giving vent to his anger at the corrupt values
both at the social and political levels. What is
really remarkable is that poet has the boldness
during the Emergency period (1975-77). to
describe our political leaders as asses:

To the Gandhi standing on the pedestal
I said:

To me you look a Traffic Inspector
who has been made permanent
on a government post …
These asses are gazing the green grass
right under your vary nose,
what’s the use of  your lathi then?  
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His relatively longer poem ‘A Shadow
on Your Face’ (MLB, pp.33-42) in the words
of  Dr.Vishal, “presents a photographic
description of the sad and sordid facts of
man’s history ailing with a graphic description
of  disappointing realities of  today’s world”,
and “An accumulated ‘anger’ of  the
poet  finds its utterance, first in his own person
and later, Vidur. The poet’s persona
subsequently presents a comprehensive picture
of  today’s over-all degradation (p. 230)”.

Chapter V deals with the theme of anger
in the poetry of  Dr.P.Raja, a poet from
Pondicherry. Raja is a poet, short story writer,
essayist, biographer and translator. As Dr.
Vishal says, “Even a common subject gains
an uncommon significance in his hands… His
themes are as wide and varied as life. His social
and human concerns are vital and deep”
(p.243). His anger at the senseless rituals in
temples is clearly articulated in the lines where
he finds fault with people pouring cauldrons
of milk and ghee on stone idols while little
babies are starved for want of  milk: ‘The wee
ones with empty stomachs / Crying for a cup
of  milk, when cauldrons of  it / Wash the dirt
off  the sacred stones. / A vast gulf  in
priorities!” (p.251).  

Chapter VI is Conclusion where
Dr.Visha l makes an impressive summation
of  the content of  the preceding chapters. He
has rightly identified the fertile areas rich in
the aspect of anger and with wonted skill
evaluated the theme of anger embedded in
the poetry of the poets judiciously dealt with
here. Thus the theme of anger which remains
still a less explored field has been deeply
studied extensively by the critic Dr. Vishal and
he has done full justice to the subject by
extending the wider possibilities of
understanding the thematic pattern with his
profound scholarship.

Life is a bliss
On the cheeks of age
A Lovely sweet kiss

Life is a sound
To enjoy it fully
Everyone is bound

Life is art of sharing
To think of  dears
And everyone’s caring

Life is an experience
Unique kind of depth
A sun-like appearance

Life is a travel
Of unknown destination
To paradise to hell

Life is nature’s scheme
Reality short-lived
Whole of a dream

Life is a book
With creative ideas
A soul can look

Life has its birth
No one can assure
There is a rebirth

Life can never be found
But one can hear

Its different sounds. ***
<sham.angsang@gmail.com>

***
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